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Abstract 
The upper atmosphere of Jupiter, from the tropopause to well above the 
homopause, is investigated as to its compositional structure and vertical mixing 
parameters. Constraints are obtained through the study of the radiative 
transfer of ultraviolet resonance lines and continuum radiation. These 
constraints and others are then used in the modeling of the hydrocarbon 
photochemistry of Jupiter. 
A direct finite di.tference numerical solution for the equation of radiative 
transfer is developed for use in planetary atmospheres . The procedure uses a 
plane-parallel atmosphere, and can treat partial frequency redistribution (for 
use in the radiative transfer of optically thick resonance lines), inhomogeneity, 
external or internal sources, and various boundary conditions. Isotropic 
scattering is assumed, but in the case of no frequency redistribution, a Rayleigh 
phase function may be used. A program utilizing tliis solution is tested against 
more powerful and elaborate methods. This program is then applied to the 
Lyman-ex aurora of Jupiter, and detailed line profiles are presented. 
Using this program, a study is made of the UV reflection spectrum of 
Jupiter as measured by the International Ultraviolet Explorer. Detailed 
modeling reveals the mixing ratios of C2H2 , C2H6 , and C4H2 to be 
(1.0 ± 0.1)x 10-7,(6.6 ± 5.3)x 10-s, and (2.9 ± 2.0)x 10-10, respectively in the 
pressure region between .... 3 and 40 mbar. Upper limits in this pressure region 
for the mixing ratios of C2H4 and NH3 were determined to be (3 .9 ± ~:8)x 10-
10 
and ( 4.2 ± :.Dx 10-9 , respectively. An upper limit to the optical depth of dust 
above the tropopause, assuming it is well mixed, is 0.2 ± 8:~ . and an upper limit 
on the dayglow emission by the Lyman bands of H2 is 1.4 ± rt kiloRayleighs. 
Comparison with Voyager results suggests that the scale height of C2H2 in the 
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region 15D-10 mbar is approximately twice that of the bulk atmosphere, 
consistent with the JUE observation of cosine-like limb darkening in the north-
south direction on Jupiter in the UV. 
The resonant scattering of the solar He 1 584 A emission line by the 
upper Jovian atmosphere is investigated next. The observed intensity of this 
scattered line depends directly on the eddy ditiusion for vertical mixing (Kh) and 
the temperature ( r~~.) at the homopause. Using the temperat~re profile 
determined by the Voyager UVS experiment, a value of 
Kh = 1.3 x 106 cm2 s-1 ± 30% is obtained. lf the temperature profile was the 
same during the Pianear 10 encounter with Jupiter, then K11. ~ 1 x 108 cm2 s-1 at 
that time. The He 584 A brightness is found not to depend strongly on the 
gradients of either the eddy difiusion or temperature profiles. A semi-analytical 
expression for computing the He 584 A brightness for a constant-K, constant-T 
atmosphere is derived and compared with calculations by other authors. It is 
speculated that the apparent decrease in Kh by two orders of magnitude 
between the Pioneer and Voyager encounters may be the result of an increase in 
the pole-to-equator circulation in the thermosphere, perhaps driven by the solar 
cycle. 
The above results are used as constraints for a one-dimensional 
photochemical-difiusive model of the hydrocarbon chemistry in Jupiter's upper 
atmosphere. The important chemical cycles and pathways among the C and C2 
species are outlined and it is shown that the amount of methane dissociation 
resulting from acetylene photochemistry is comparable to the amount that is 
due to direct photolysis. Profiles for the major observed hydrocarbon species 
are calculated and their sensitivity to eddy ditiusion profile, chemistry, and 
solar UV fiux is examined. A best fit to the eddy difiusion profile of the upper 
atmosphere during the Voyager encounters is found to be given by 
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K = 1.3 x 106(2.17 x 1013/n)0·5 cm2 s-1 (where n is the total number density), 
which implies a vertical mixing time at the tropopause of .... 50 years . It is shown 
that polyacetylene formatior~ driven by acetylene photochemistry in the models 
presented here is capable of producing the observed abundance of Danielson 
dust in the stratosphere of Jupiter. The disk-averaged Lyman-a albedo of the 
the preferred model is calculated to be ""8 kiloRayleighs, almost a factor of two 
lower than the Voyager observed value of ""14 kiloRayleighs. This may indicate 
the need for an increased fiux of atomic hydrogen from the thermO'sphere over 
the already present source from EUV and soft electron dissociation of H2 . Such 
a fiux is available from the auroral regions if there exists a pole-to-equator fiow 
in the thermosphere as postulated earlier. Finally, a brief consideration of the 
auroral chemistry concludes that more lab studies of ion-neutral and ion-
electron recombination reactions are needed before a meaningful study of that 
problem may be undertaken. 
-viii-
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Chapter 1 
Radiative Transfer with Partial Frequency Redistribution in 
Inhomogeneous Atmospheres: Application to the Jovian Aurora 
1.1 Introduction 
There exist a large number of interesting radiative transfer (RT) 
problems in planetary atmospheres , such as ultraviolet reflection spectra, and 
auroral or dayglow emissions. These types of problems, although too complex 
for treatment by analytical or simple numerical methods, are not sufficiently 
well defined or important enough to justify using large and expensive computer 
codes for their solution, such as Monte Carlo methods. In this study, the 
method of Feautrier ( 1964) is developed for use in a finite difference program 
which is able to consider a variety of RT problems. This program is applied to 
the Lyman-a aurora of Jupiter at the end of this chapter. In Chapter 2 the 
program is used to model the UV reflection spectra of Jupiter and in Chapter 3 
it is used to study the resonant reflection of the solar He 584 A line by helium in 
the Jovian upper atmosphere. 
The procedure developed here has been restricted to the case of plane-
parallel atmospheres . The ability to analyze optically thick, inhomogeneous 
media with internal or external sources, isotropic or Rayleigh scattering phase 
functions, frequency redistribution (for an isotropically scattering phase 
function only), and a Lambert lower boundary has been maintained. The most 
general case considered in this work is that of angle-averaged partial frequency 
redistribution with external and internal sources of arbitrary frequency 
distribution and a Lambert-like monochromatically reflecting lower boundary. 
This case will be used to outline the method of solution. Results v.ill be shown 
for various cases in which this model is compared with the results from more 
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elaborate models. New results will also be presented for the case of a Jovian 
Lyman-a aurora. demonstrating the effect of frequency redistribution on a line 
profile in a highly inhomogeneous atmosphere with an internal source at large 
optical depth. 
1.2 :Method of Solution 
The equation of radiative transfer for an isotropic scattering phase 
function with frequency redistribution and both external and internal sources 
can be written as 
E(':.x) :~ (z,J.L,x) = -I(z,J.L,x) 
• +... +1 
+ n (z) J a•(z ,:r ') r (z .x .x ') J I(z ,J.L',x') dJ.L' dx' 
2E(z,:r) -· -1 
+• 
+ n•(z) J a•(z,x ')r(z.x.x')F(x')exp[-j E(z.x') dz]dx ' 
4E(z ,x) -• " J.Lo 
+ V(z ,x) 
4rrE(z ,x) ' 
(1.1) 
where z = height: J.L = cosine ·of zenith angle: x = frequency in Doppler units 
from line center = (v- v0)/l:!.vD (where v0 = line center frequency, 
Vo 
l:!.vD = ~. T = temperature, and m = mass of scattering particle); 
c 
I(z ,J.L.X) = specific intensity (usually in photons cm-2 s-1 sr-1 /::.vD-1) ; 
E(z,:r) =n•(z) a•(z ,:r) +na(z) ua = total extinction per unit path length; 
n•(z) = number density of scattering particles; na(z) = number density of 
absorbing particles: a•(z ,:r) = scatterer cross-section: at~= absorber cross-
section (assumed constant) : r(z ,:r ,x ') = frequency redistribution function, 
defined as R ( see Hummer, 1962) divided by the normalized Voigt function; 
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1rF(:x) = external source flux; -jJ{J = cosine of external source zenith angle; 
and V(z ,:x) = total emission rate of internal source (the internal source is 
assumed to be isotropic) . 
The second term on the right-hand side of Equation (1.1) is the 
contribution to the source function in the direction J.t at a frequency :x due to 
scattering from all directions ~-t' and all frequencies z' , all at a level z. The third 
term on the right is the contribution to the source function from the external 
fiux of all frequencies z' that penetrate to the level z, and are then scattered 
into direction J.t and frequency :x. The fourth term on the right is due to an 
isotropically emitting internal source. Such an internal source could be used to --
represent aurorae or dayglow, for example. 
This equation is solved by the Feautrier method, as described by Mihalas 
(1978) . To start the solution, Equation (1 .1) is first separated into upward and 
downward streams. We define j as the mean intensity and h as one half the net 
intensity along a given direction; then, 
Equation (1.1) may be rewritten as 
p,dh 
E dz 
• +- 1 
-j + n J u• r J j dJ.t' d.:x' 
E - o 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
• +• - d v 
+ '!!:_J u• rFexp(-J E ~) d:x' + --, (1.4) 
4E - :r /J{) 41T' E 
d' F*-= -h ' (1.5) 
where explicit dependences have been dropped. Combining these equations 
yields a second-order cillferential integral equation in i , the quantity that will be 
solved for, viz. 
2 dz . 2 dE d . • +• 1 
( /.1.- 'f!:::L_ ( J.L ) ~- • + .!!:..._J u• r j · d ' d.z' E2' dz 2 E 5 dz dz 1 E - 0 1 ~-' 
• +- - dz v 
=- .!!:..._ J u• rFexp(-J E 9 d.z'- - . 
4E - • J.1.o 41r E 
(1.6) 
The procedure is to discretize this equation in the three independent variables 
I 
z ,!J.,andz, using log divisions in z, Gaussian divisions in IJ., and even divisions in 
z. The integrations in z are only performed over the range -:z: • to +z • where :z • 
is an adjustable parameter. In discretized form. Equation (1.6) becomes 
2ilmn + 2it+1mn ] 
~~-1~1 ~,(~1-1 + ~,) 
i&+tmn ] 
(~1-1 + 6.,) 
(1.7) 
where l, m., and n are the indices for z, z, and IJ., respectively, and 
~~ = z1 - z1• 1. The integrals over over z' and IJ.' have been replaced with their 
discrete equivalents, i.e., 
+- ••• 11 
J I (:z') d:z' =:s J I (z ') d.z' = ~ bm' I (Zm•) 




with Cl.n' and 9n' representing the Gaussian weights and divisions on the interval 
[-1.+1] for direction, and with bm' and xm' representing even weights and 
divisions on the interval [ -x •• +x •] for frequency. 
To simplify the rest of the derivation (and the programming) , the indices 
for x and J..L (m and n) are combined into one index k . This new index will run 
I 
through K = M x N values . After rearranging Equation ( 1.7) in terms of l, the 
following equation is obtained: 
K 2 
+ "' ( J..L~c • [ 2 _1____t r:lE) ] ) 0 . LJ ( 2 (A A) A
1 
+~r:l"' lk ' ) kk ' 3l+U:' 
.t ·=t Eu:· ut-t + ut u. .LJ~ ... 
(1.10) 
This equation has the form 
Aa,e· it-1.~:· + Blkk· iU:· + clkk. it+l.t' = ~ . (1.11) 
which is a tridiagonal system of equations in j . Upper and lower boundary 
conditions must now be applied to this system to obtain a unique solution. 
The upper boundary condition for most problems is that the downward 
diffuse fiux is zero, i.e., 
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(1.12) 
where z max corresponds to zero optical depth . 
By definition, r = j - h and, using Equation (1.5), the upper boundary 
condition becomes 
(1.13) 





Fine (z rrun.X) = J.Lo F(x) exp[- f E(z .x) dz] + 2 f J.L' r (zmm,J.L'.X) dJ.L' . 
zmm J.Lo o 
The second term in Fmc is approximated by r (zmm,J.L,X ), which is actually only a 
good approximation in media that are optically thick enough that J- (zmin•J.L.X) 
is a very weak function of J.L. With this approximation, the lower boundary 
condition becomes 
(1.15) 
To convert this into terms in j, the relations 
] +( . ) - . - ~ !!:j_, ~ . - I-Ll: ( . - . ) Z mm•J.L,X - )I.J: ~E d Jl.J: )I.J: E A JL-lle )I.J: 




are used. Substitution of these relations into Equation ( 1.15) yields 
I-Lk· 
Bl.J:k· = (1 - >..)( 1 + E t:. ~ Otle' I 
Lk' L - 1 
and 
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The tridiagonal system of matrix equations is now complete and may be 
solved using the method outlined in Mihalas (1978). Although this was the basic 
method used, refinements have been made in the application of the boundary 
conditions and in calculating the attenuated external flux. 
For cases in which it is not necessary to consider frequency 
redistribution, the solution may be simplified by dropping r and the integrals 
over :z in Equation (1.1) and by dropping all dependences on :z. Then 
d-r = -Edz and D'0 = a8 nsl E and Equation (1.1) would be the ordinary equation 
of radiative transfer for isotropic scattering in an inhomogeneous medium. By 
specifying an isotropic scattering phase function, dependences on azimuth are 
removed. However, for the case of no frequency redistribution (i.e., 
monochromatic scattering), a Rayleigh phase function may be treated by 
expanding all azimuthally varying quantities in a cosine series of the azimuth 
angle, i.e., 
(1.18) 
The Rayleigh phase fun~tion p (0) = ~1 + cos20), where 0 is the scattering 
angle, may be expanded via 
COS0 = JJ-JJ-' + "(1 - JJ-2)(1 - JJ-'2 COS(Sf'- Sf'') (1.19) 








This procedure allows the equation of transfer to be split into three equations in 
I 
cosm (~ - ~0) . The zeroth and second order equations in cosm (~ - ~0) may be 
solved for j in the same way as outlined above. The first order equation, 
because of the anti-symmetry in ± /-L. is easier to solve for h than j. 
Figures 1.1 and 1.2 show how the Feautrier method program 
(hereafterward referred to as the FMP) compares with the invariant imbedding 
program of Hansen (see Sato et al. , 1975 for a description of the invariant 
imbedding method) . Figure 1.1 shows the comparison for both isotropic and 
Rayleigh scattering phase functions in homogeneous atmospheres of total 
optical depth 'T me.x = 102 , for various single-scattering albedos c:3'0 . The Lambert-
scattering ground albedo 'A= 1 in these examples, but because of the large 
optical depth, it only affects the calculated intensities for c:3'0 = 1, which are 
shown as asymptotic values. The geometric albedo p is the quantity that would 
be observed of a planet having this atmosphere at zero phase angle (i.e., it is a 
weighted sum of all intensities with J.L = J.Lo) . The agreement between all cases of 
homogeneous atmospheres shown here is seen to be almost exact. 
Figure 1.2 shows the comparison for both isotropic and Rayleigh 
scattering phase functions in highly inhomogeneous atmospheres of total 
optical depth 'T rna% = 104 for various emission angles. Two different functional 
dependences of c:3'0 ('T) were chosen. In the first case D'o('T) was chosen to vary 
from 1 to 0 with increasing log 'T and in the second case c:3'0 ('T) was chosen to vary 
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Figure 1.1 
(a) Dependence of [+I F (for JJ.=J.Lo=l and ~=J.Lo=0.5) and geometric albedo p on 
the single-scattering albedo l3'0 in an isotropically-scattering atmosphere 
('Tmu=lOO) with a Lambert-retlecting lower boundary (;>..=1) . Solid lines: results of 
Invariant Imbedding method. Open triangles: FMP results. 
(b) The same as (a), usJng a Rayleigh phase function. 
Figure 1.2 
(a) Dependence of [+IF on ~ for J.Lo=l in an isotropically-scattering 
atmosphere ('Tmaz=104) using two di.tferent functional forms for D'0(T), both 
highly inhomogeneous. Filled circles represent both FMP and invariant 
imbedding method results (they are indistinguishable at this resolution). Solid 
lines are interpolated. 


































log Tm+ a 
a:ro(r)= log r+a 




log T m +a 




from 0 to 1 With increasing log -r. The actual formulas used in the two cases were 
and 
log( T' max :.... -r) + a D'o ( -r) = ___;:;,..;.._,:::=::...._.;__ 
logT'max + a 
D'o( -r) = log-r + a 
logT'max +a • 
(1.24) 
(1.25) 
respectively, where a = 4.157. Identical sets of data were used in the FMP and in 
the invariant imbedding program of Hansen. The FMP almost consistently yields 
slightly higher intensities than Hansen's method. The differences are 
everywhere less than 3%. The average CPU time used by the FMP in solving one 
of these atmospheres for a Rayleigh scattering phase function, 100 layers in -r, 
and 8 Gaussian angles per hemisphere was .... 3 .8 seconds on an IBM 370/3032 
computer. The CPU time scales linearly With the number of layers and 
quadratically With the number of angles. 
1.3 Frequency Redistribution Functions 
A photon emitted near line center deep in an optically-thick atmosphere 
will undergo a large number of scatterings before it can escape. Generally, each 
scattering will result in a shift in the photon's frequency due to the Doppler 
effect. This process, known as frequency redistribution, complicates the 
radiative transfer problem by coupling the optically thick core of a line with its 
optically thin wings. Its proper treatment requires the use of a function that is 
dependent on the frequency and direction of the photon before and after 
scattering. Many approximations to this function can be made. The best 
approximation that the FMP can currently handle is a redistribution function 
that is averaged over the scattering angle of the photon. For the derivation of 
many physically meaningful frequency redistribution functions, an excellent 
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treatment of the problem is given by Hummer (1962). The rest of this chapter 
deals with the effects of frequency redistribution in optically thick resonance 
lines and attempts to model them. It will be seen that the frequency 
redistribution function used will dramatically affect the derived line profiles. 
The FMP solution allows for the use of arbitrary frequency redistribution 
functions. For practical purposes, only three were used in this work. They are 
(i) monochromatic scattering (MS), (ii) Voigt complete redistribution (VCR) (i.e ., 
no dependence on pre-scattered photon frequency), and (iii) angle-averaged 
partial redistribution (AAPR), where the notation of Lee and Meier (1980) has 
been adopted. The normalization of the frequency redistribution function is 
such that 
+ .. 
J r(2,z ,x ')cJl(a,x ') d.x' = cJl(a,x) : (1.26) 
q, (a ,x) is the normalized Voigt function 
+ .. 
cJl(a ,x) = C:12 J 1r _., 
e""'tlz 
2 2 dy ' a + (x - y) 
(1.27) 
where a is the ratio of the natural width of the line to the Doppler width. This 
normalization was enforced at the expense of bending the shape of r ( see 
Adams et al., 197 1). 
(i) ForMS, 
r(2,z,.x') = o(x -x')' (1.28) 
where o(.x) is the Dirac delta-function. 
(ii) For VCR. 
r ( 2 ,z ,z ') = q, (a ,z) ; (1.29) 
it should be noted that, in general. a will vary with 2 (i.e., the temperature of 
the atmosphere varies with 2 ) . 
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(iii) For AAPR, 
~(a. %) r (z .x x') = ' 
f ~(a.,%') 




R(z ,x ,x ') dx' -
where 
x - x' (x + x ') 
R(z.x.x') = £ exp~-[ 2sin(B/ 2) ]2 i ~(asec(9/ 2), 2 sec(9/ 2)) d9 (1.3 1) 
and cose = J.LJJ: + v'(l - J.L2)(l-J.L'2)cos(r;c- r;c') is the scattering angle as before. 
! 
1.4 Results 
To test the frequency redistribution model, an attempt was made to 
match the results obtained by Lee and Meier (1980) and by Meier and Lee (1961), 
who used a Monte Carlo technique, for both external and internal sources. 
1.4.1 External Sources 
In Figure 1.3, we compare FMP results with those of Lee and Meier (1980) 
for the external source case. The atmosphere has uniform composition and is 
purely scattering (i.e., n 8 is constant and na = 0), with total optical depth at line 
center 1'maz = 10-' and a. .= 2 x 10-3. It is illuminated from above at an angle 
J,J{J = 1 by a uniform fiux of rrF (photons cm-2 sec-1 6v.D1) with F = 1. The FMP 
model has 149 layers in z (chosen such that 67'Vo = a~0n'6 decreases 
logarithmically from the center of the atmosphere towards either boundary), 2 
Gaussian angles in the range 0 < J.Ln < 1, and 25 Gaussian frequencies in the 
range 0 < Xm < 12.5. 
The FMP yields specific intensities and, to convert to the emission rate of 
Lee and Meier (1980), these intensities were multiplied by 8/Vrr. Figure 1.3a 
shows the comparison between the FMP and Lee and Meier's for the case of VCR, 
and Figure 1.3b shows the comparison between the FMP and Lee and Meier's for 
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Figure 1.3 
Profiles of emission rate at ~=1 plotted against frequency for an isotropically-
scattering conservative atmosphere ('Tmax=l04 ) with an external source (~=1) . 
(a) Results of Lee and Meier ( 1980) for VCR case (solid lines). The upper curve 
corresponds to the source side, the lower curve corresponds to the anti-source 
side. Open triangles:_ _!'MP results, solid lines are interpolated. 
(b) Results of Lee and Meier (1980) for AAPR case. The open circles correspond 
to the source side, the filled circles correspond to the anti-source side. Open 










the case of AAPR. The disagreement outside the core in Figure 1.3a is due to 
different choices in x • between the two models . In Figure 1.3b, the agreement is 
quite good out to x Rl S ( maximum difference Rl 30%). At x > S, the Monte 
Carlo results become noisy, and the comparison is not as good ( maximum 
difference ~ SO%) . The overall fit to the AAPR case is quite reasonable, 
especially since the FMP program took 650 seconds of CPU time on an IBM 
370/3032 while Lee and Meier's program took 51100 seconds of CPU time on a 
I 
CDC 6400, although admittedly their results have much better frequency 
coverage. 
1.4.2 Internal Sources 
Using the same atmosphere as for the external source case (i.e., 
'Tmax = 104 , uniform, and a = 2 x 10-3), the external source is turned off and a 
uniform isotropic internal source 
is turned on. 
V(z ,x) = 
4rr 
( 1.32) 
Figure 1.4 demon~trates the comparison between the FMP results and 
those of Meier and Lee (1981). The comparisons are for both VCR and AAPR. This 
time, however, the intensity as a function of frequency is· compared for one 
boundary of the atmosphere (either one, since the problem is symmetrical) and 
for the middle of the atmosphere. This time the comparison for the VCR 
approximation (Figures 1.4a and 1.4b) is very good overall, with the FMP results 
for this case everywhere close to Meier and Lee's result. The intensity at the 
center (Figure 1.4b) seems to be overestimated a little by the FMP. For the case 
of AAPR. the comparison is good for the boundary (Figure 1.4c) out to x ~ 3, 
and the center (Figure 1.4d) everywhere, but the FMP values for x > 3 at the 
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Figure 1.4 
Profiles of emission rate at ~=1 plotted against frequency for an isotropically-
scattering conservative atmosphere (imaz=104 ) with a uniform internal source 
which is isotropic and has a Voigt frequency profile; (a) and (c) show profiles at 
the boundary of the atmosphere, while (b) and (d) show profiles at the center of 
the atmosphere. Results of Meier and Lee (1981) are shown in (a) and (b) for the 
VCR case (crosses) and in (c) and (d) tor the AAPR case (diamonds) . FMP results 
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boundary fall otJ more quickly than the values of Meier and Lee. This result has 
been checked many times, since the error at z = 7 is a factor of ...... 2 , but so far 
the two models cannot be reconciled. Overall, however, the comparison is fairly 
good. To test the FMP in a practical situation, the case of the Lyman- a aurora 
on Jupiter is now considered. 
1.5 Jupiter Lyman-alpha Aurora 
Lyman alpha aurorae on Jupiter have been observed by · the ultraviolet 
spectrometer ( UVS) experiments of both Voyager spacecraft (Sandel et al., 
1979), and by the International Ultraviolet Erplorer (IUE) satellite (Clarke et 
al., 1980; Durrance et-ai., 1982) . The brightness of the aurora is quite variable, 
but it is typically around 20-40 kR (1 kR = 109 photons cm-2 sec-1) . The source 
of excitation for the aurora is likely to be energetic particle precipitation. These 
particles excite a number of UV emissions, most notably Lyman-a, and the 
Lyman and Werner bands. By studying the color ratios of the observed 
spectrum we can determine the mean energy of the particles. This is possible 
because the more energetic a particle is, the deeper into the Jovian atmosphere 
it penetrates, and if it makes it down to beneath the homopause, the short 
wavelength emissions will be partially absorbed by hydrocarbons. The 
phenomenon of frequency redistribution makes the Lyman alpha aurora a 
special case, however, since a Lyman alpha photon that is created near line 
center at great optical depth will escape much more easily if it moves out into 
the less optically thick wings of the line. In general. frequency redistribution 
allows more photons to escape and greatly modifies the line profile. 
To study the Jovian aurora. a model upper atmosphere for Jupiter was 
constructed which contains the height profiles of H2 • H. and CH4 . These profiles 
are based on a value of 3.0 x 106 cm2 sec-1 for the eddy diffusion coefficient at 
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the homopause ( Kh ). In Chapter 3 it will be shown that the most realistic value 
for the equatorial value of Kh at the time of the Voyager encounters is 
.... 1.3 x 106 cm2 sec-1. If the eddy diffusion for the auroral region were the same 
as that for the equatorial region, this difference would mean that in the model 
profile used here there is an excess of CH4 in the upper atmosphere. Since the 
actual auroral eddy diffusion profile is unknown, we feel that the chosen profile 
is realistic enough for demonstration purposes. Likewise, the temperature 
profile was taken from the Festou et al. (1981) results for the equat'orial region. 
The gravity was taken to be 2640 em sec-2 using formulas found in Anderson 
(1976) for 65° north. 
The optical properties of this atmosphere are shown in Figure 1.5. This 
figure shows the quantity 1 - l>0 as a function of height above the tropopause at 
line center as well as 3, 8, and 30 Doppler units from line center. The significant 
high inhomogeneity in this atmosphere is due to the rapidly decreasing mixing 
ratio of methane (the principal absorber of Lyman-a) near the homopause 
(around 400 km or P .... 7 x 10-7 bars ). Into this atmosphere, a monoenergetic 
beam of electrons was input at a zenith angle of 0.5, simulating a 
hemispherically-isotropic· distribution. Figure 1.6 shows the height profiles for 
the volume production rate of Lyman-a photons by a 1 erg cm-2 sec-1 flux of 
primary electrons of 1, 10, and 100 keY. These profiles were generated using the 
continuous loss approximation (see Appendix) with the loss function for H2 
taken from Cravens et al. ( 1975) and the cross-sections for production of H(2s) 
and H(2p) from the dissociative excitation of H2 (the principal source of Lyman-
a) were the same as those used in Yung et al. ( 1982a). The effect of the electron 
beam on the height profiles of H2, H. and Cf4 was not considered, so that an 
implicit assumption made here is that the profiles are not altered by the auroral 
chemistry. This assumption would be valid, for instance, if the horizontal 
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Ji'tgure 1.5 
Height profiles of 1 - D'0 in the model Jovian atmosphere for four di.t!erent 
frequencies in the Lyman-a line profile. Altitudes are meas.ured from the 
tropopause. Total optical depths are also indicated for each frequency at ..... 500 
km. 
Figure 1.8 
Height protUes of the line-integrated volume production rate of Lyman-a 
photons in the model Jovian atmosphere resulting from the dissociative 
excitation of H2 by a beam of primary electrons of energy E. 
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transport from non-auroral regions were large enough to dilute the local effects 
of the beam. Figure 1. 7 displays the emission line profiles that would be 
generated by the three internal source distributions shown in Figure 1.6. The 
optically thin approximation shows the basic shape of the internal source 
frequency dependence. When an H2 molecule is dissociated, the excited H 
fragments carry away a substantial amount of kinetic energy and the 
distribution of kinetic energies translates into the frequency dependence of the 
source. The distribution of kinetic energies for the H(2p) and H(2s) fragments 
were taken from the calculations of Lee ( 198 1) and Lee et al. (1982) . Also shown 
are the FMP results for MS. AAPR. and VCR cases. 
The peculiar shape of the MS profiles are due to the following physical 
processes. At frequencies greater than :r ~ 8 the atmosphere is optically thin. 
Here :r is defined as one Doppler unit at Lyman-a. at a temperature of 150 K. In 
the region 3 < :r < 8, the column of H above the main source region becomes 
optically thick to scattering. This traps photons so that they have a much 
larger chance of being absorbed by hydrocarbons and as a result the emission 
in this frequency range is lower. In the region 0 < :r < 3, the photons are still 
trapped, but the probability of being absorbed by a hydrocarbon is much less 
than the probability of being scattered (i.e., 1 -l3'0 ""' 1 o-2 or less), so that the 
emission in this region starts to increase again. 
Frequency redistribution has the effect of transferring photons from the 
:r < 7 region out to the :r ~ 7 region. The effects on the line profiles are quite 
dramatic. Also shown in Figure 1.7 is the transmission T, defined as the ratio of 
the line-integrated intensity of the MS. AAPR. and VCR cases to the line-
integrated intensity for the optically thin case. The transmission is greater than 
1 for impact of 1 kev electrons, since the source region of the photons is above a 
thick layer of conservatively scattering hydrogen, resulting in a kind of 
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figure 1.7 
Lyman-a intensity J+(r-:O.p.=0.5) in ph cm-2 sec-1 sr-1 ~~~D1 versus frequency 
(Doppler units at 150K). Solid line: optically thin approximation. 
1 
Crosses: MS 
approXimation (solid line is interpolated). Open circles: AAPR approximation 
(solid line is interpolated). Plus signs: VCR approximation (solid line is 
interpolated). Also sho:wn are the values for the transmission T, defined here as 
the ratio of the line-integrated intensity of either the MS, AAPR, or VCR case to 
the line-integrated intensity of the optically thin approximation. Results for a 1 
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reflection effect. Frequency redistribution can have important effects on the 
line profiles and the line-integrated intensities for a given source V(z ,x ). It can 
be seen that VCR is very efficient at letting photons escape, but AAPR is not as 
efficient, the difference between them being anywhere from about 20% to about 
100% depending on the energy of the precipitating particles. This shows that not 
only is frequency redistribution important, but the type of redistribution used is 
also crucial. The validity of these results could be tested by future observations 
of auroral Lyman-a emissions at high resolution. Auroral emissions of Lyman-p 
should also show the effects of frequency redistribution. However, since this is 
not a true resonance line most of the photons will be converted into Ha and 
Lyman-a photons after a large number of scatterings. 
1.6 Conclusions 
The purpose of this chapter was to introduce and demonstrate the 
usefulness of solving the equation of transfer directly by finite difference 
numerical methods. This allows for much more variety in forcing functions and 
boundary conditions and is generally more intuitive than either Monte Carlo or 
integral methods. The FMP method is easily generalized to give better angular 
resolution and better frequency resolution, being limited only by the available 
computer capacity. The largest case of 150 levels in z, 5 angles, and 10 
frequencies required ,... 6800 K of region, but the program could undoubtedly be 
improved to be much more efficient. The agreement with standard cases is good 
in most cases, with only a few areas of moderate disagreement. It has been 
demonstrated that this method is versatile enough to be useful in moderately 
detailed investigations of the radiative transfer of a great variety of problems in 
planetary atmospheres. Further application of this program is made in 
Chapters 2 and 3. 
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Chapter2 
An Analysis of the Reflection Spectro.m of Jupiter from 1500 A to 1740 A 
2.1 Introduction 
Solar ultraviolet light in the range from 1500 A to 1740 A penetrates the 
atmosphere of Jupiter to a pressure of ...... 10 to 30 mbar. This region is located 
between two and three scale heights above the tropopause (at ...... 150 mbar) . The 
principal absorbing gases expected in this region are C2H2 and C2H6 . Possible 
minor absorption may be present due to C4H2 and C2H4 . Although these last two 
gases have not been detected spectroscopically, their presence is predicted by 
photochemicar models of Jupiter and they have large absorption cross-sections 
in this spectral range. Methane is not an important absorber at wavelengths 
longer than 1500 A. Although its mixing ratio falls rapidly with height above the 
tropopause due to photodissociation, NH3 may also affect the spectrum, 
especially at the longer wavelengths. Other gases , such as CH3C2H,C3H8,PH3 and 
H2S may also have a marginal effect on the spectrum if they are present in the 
region, but they are not considered here. In most recent models of the 
reflection spectra of Jupiter at longer wavelengths (0.3 to 1 J.Lm) it has been 
found necessary to include a haze layer above the cloud deck at ...... 500 mbar. 
This haze extends up to ...... 150 mbar or possibly higher (Sato and Hansen 1979: 
West 1981). Also complicating the spectrum is the presence of dayglow _emission 
from the H2 Lyman bands at a much higher altitude. 
In this study, we have modeled the reflection spectrum in an attempt to 
determine the mixing ratios of the major gases C2H2 and C2H6 , obtain upper 
limits to the mixing ratios of the minor gases C2H4 , C4H2 , and NH3 , determine the 
amount of dust (if any) in the stratosphere, and deduce the intensity of the H2 
Lyman band dayglow emission. The derived mixing ratios and upper limits are 
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useful in constraining photochemical models of the upper atmosphere of 
Jupiter. They may also be compared with mixing ratios determined from 
infrared spectra, such as the IRIS instruments on Voya.gers 1 and 2 . One 
advantage of analyzing UV absorption spectra to obtain mixing ratios is that the 
results are not sensitive to the temperature profile. We are also able to obtain 
some constraints on the scale heights of the major absorbers (C2H2 and C2H6) at 
""10 mbar. 
In section 2.2 we discuss the data and the model parameters associated 
with the Jnterna.tiona.l Ultra.violet Explorer (IUE). In section 2.3 the model 
parameters associated with the atmosphere of Jupiter are described, along with 
the homogeneous and inhomogeneous models that were used. In section 2 .4 we 
present the results of the modeling calculations and compare these with the 
results of others. Our conclusions are presented in section 2.5. 
2.2 Data and JUE Model Parameters 
The spectrum we are modeling is a sum of eleven 15-minute spectra 
taken of Jupiter between December 1978 and June 1979 with the JUE (Clarke et 
al. 1982). The spectra w~re taken at low resolution with the large aperture of 
the short wavelength prime camera centered on Jupiter. The resulting spectral 
resolution was 10 J... full-width half-maximum (FWHM). This spectrum is shown 
in Figure 2 .1a, along with a scaled solar spectrum (Mount et al. 1980) degraded 
to IUE resolution. Also shown in this figure above 1695 J... is a spectrum which is 
the sum of three 5-minute spectra. Below 1500 A the signal is too small to be 
modeled, while above 1740 A scattered light begins to be a problem in the JUE 
(Clarke et al. 1982) . We thus restrict our modeling to within these limits . 
As seen from the IUE, the phase angle of Jupiter is always less than 11°. 
In our models we consider the phase angle to be 0° . The error introduced by 
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Ji"igure 2.1 
(a) Lower line, 1500 A to 1740 A; sum of eleven 15-m.inute exposures of Jupiter 
taken with the JUE between December 1978 and June 1979 by Clarke et al. 
(1982). Lower line, 1700 A to 1750 A; sum of three 5-minute exposures taken 
between May and July 1980. Upper line; solar spectrum of Mount et al. (1980) 
degraded to IUE resolution. The upper line scale is shifted upward by 0.04 and 
is the flux that would be observed by the JUE if the backscattered reflectivity of 
Jupiter were 0.2 . 
(b) The observed UV reflectivity of Jupiter from 1500 A to 1740 /... using the data 
in Figure 2.1a. The major absorption features of C2H2 longward of 1625 /... are 
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this approximation is less than 27. as long as the single-scattering albedo of the 
atmosphere is below 0.8. The footprint of the large aperture (subtending a solid 
angle of 175 sq arcsec or 4.11(-9) sr) on Jupiter was such that the average solar 
zenith angle within it was - 20°. The fiux received by the JUE from Jupiter is 
given by 
(2.1) 
where c.> = the solid angle sub tended by the JUE aperture = 4.11 ( -9) sr, p = the 
backscattering reflectivity of Jupiter averaged over the footprint of the JUE 
aperture on the planet. F® = the solar fiux at 1 a.u. (taken from Mount et al. 
1980). R = the sun-Jupiter distance in a.u. = 5.203, and ldayglow = the H2 Lyman 
band emission in kiloRayleighs ( 1 kR = 109 photons ern - 2 sec -l). We 
approximate p with I IF at IJ. = ~ = cos20°, rp - rp0 = 180° (where IJ. is the cosine 
of the local zenith angle and rp is the azimuth angle) . The variation of the 
observed p with wavelength is shown in Figure 2.1b, along with identification of 
some of the major absorption bands of C2H2 . 
Fe is calculated at 1 A intervals (both the solar fluxes and the H2 band 
intensities used are at 1 J.. resolution) and is then degraded to IUE resolution 
for comparison with the observed spectrum. We model Fe rather than the 
observed p reflectivity for the following reason. Modeling of Fe requires only 
one smoothing of the model calculations to simulate the data. To model the 
observed p we would need to smooth the calculations a second time, either 
before or after division by the scaled solar fluxes. This would degrade the 
spectrum unnecessarily, reducing the amount of information contained in it 
and adding artifacts from the solar spectrum. 
Degrading the calculated model spectrum to JUE resolution requires 
knowledge of the JUE instrument function . Since Jupiter is a difiuse source, the 
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instrument function is a convolution of the large aperture with the grating 
function and then with the analyzing aperture. The dimensions of the large 
aperture have recently been redetermined by Panek (1981) . This aperture is the 
major source of dispersion, having a FWHM of 9.6± 0.3 A. The grating function is 
assumed to be a Gaussian with a FWHM of 4 .2 A. The analyzing aperture we 
consider to be a delta-function, since exposures are read out pixel by pixel. 
which introduces no additional dispersion. The resulting instrument function 
we calculate has a FWHM of 9.6 A and is shown in Figure 2 .2 . . By applying this 
smoothing function to our calculated spectra we obtain a reasonably good fit to 
the JUE spectrum. There remains a slight difference in resolution which may be 
a result of the error -in the aperture dimensions , the stacking of the JUE 
spectra, or possibly the inhomogeneity of the atmosphere, as we will show in 
sections 2.3 and 2.4. 
2.3 Jupiter Model Parameters 
From the previous section it is clear that the only Jupiter-related 
parameters necessary for the modeling of the JUE spectrum are the 
backscattering reflectivity averaged over the footprint of the IUE aperture on 
Jupiter, which we approximate by I IF (p, = J4J = cos20", rp - rp0 = 180°), and the 
amount of emission in the H2 Lyman bands. We use the results of Yung et al. 
(1982a) for the spectral shape of the H2 Lyman bands and assume that the 
emission is excited by 100 eV electrons. 
As a first approximation, we consider the atmosphere of Jupiter to be 
homogeneous, i.e . the mixing ratios of all the scatterers and absorbers are 
assumed to be constant throughout the atmosphere. The only scatterers in our 
model are H2 , He, and "dust." For simplicity, we assume that the dust has a 
Rayleigh phase function, as do the gases . This is, of course, not a very realistic 
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Figure 2.2 
The instrument function for the SWP camera of the /UE for an extended source 
observed under low dispersion with the large aperture. 




















assumption, but it allows the dust to make a small contribution to the 
scattering. The main purpose of including dust is to test the need for a 
continuum absorber. The H2 volume mixing ratio is held constant at 89% 
(I H
2 
= 0.89), so that H2 does most of the scattering. The cross-sections for 
Rayleigh scattering by H2 were taken from Ford and Browne (1973) . We hold I He 
constant at 0 .11 and take the scattering cross-sections to be 0.1 times those of 
the H2 , based on relative polarizabilities . Since He accounts for at most "'1% of 
I 
the scattering, this assumption will not greatly atiect the model results . The 
value of I dust is allowed to vary, and the total cross-section is assumed to be 
constant at 1x10-16 em 2 . For the dust single-scattering albedo we use a 
-
formula given by Sato and Hansen (1979) which yields D'du.t = 0.18 at 1650 A. 
This formula was derived for wavelengths longer than 3000 A and it is probable 
that it does not hold too well at the wavelengths we are considering. The optical 
depth of dust above the tropopause may be estimated by 
(2.2) 
For all the models we calculated, 7"dust < 1. 
The absorbers con!?idered in the model (besides the dust) are C2H2, C2H6, 
C4 H2 , C2H4 , and NH3 , in roughly the order of their importance. The cross-
sections for these absorbers are taken from Nakayama and Watanabe (1964), 
Mount and Moos (1978), Okabe (1981), Zelikoti and Watanabe (1953), and 
Watanabe (1954), respectively. 
We also assume that the atmosphere is infinite. This is clearly not true 
for the real atmosphere, since below the tropopause the mixing ratios of all of 
the hydrocarbons (except CH4 ) will decrease rapidly. The reason for this is that 
these gases are created photochemically in the stratosphere and are not in 
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thermodynamic equilibrium. Once they pass below the tropopause they will be 
mixed rapidly down to levels where they can be destroyed by pyrolysis. However, 
i! the total optical depth at the tropopause is ~ 3, and the single-scattering 
albedo is less than .... 0.8, then any structure below the tropopause will have less 
than a 10% effect on the backscattered reflectivity. As we will see, this 
conditions are indeed met by the actual atmosphere. 
For an infinite, homogeneous atmosphere, the only remaining parameter 
that can modify I IF is the single-scattering albedo, c:>0 . For a mixture of 
scattering and absorbing gases, we define D'0 as 
(2.3) 
where fa= absorber mixing ratio at 10 mbar, Is = scatterer mixing ratio at 
10 mbar, a 11 = absorber cross-section, and as = scatterer cross-section. The 
choice of reference level is arbitrary and p = 10 mbar is used because for most 
of the spectral range considered it is approximately the level at which the total 
optical depth is 0.5. 
A plot of I IF versus D'0 for a homogeneous, infinite atmosphere is shown 
in Figure 2.3. The curves in this figure were calculated using a ten-stream 
Feautrier radiative transfer program (see Chapter 1). We find that the empirical 
function 
I IF = -0.1854 ln(1 - l>0) (2.4) 
represents the true I IF to within 1% for D'0 < 0 .95. 
To produce a model tit to the observed spectrum we proceed as follows . 
First, a guess is made for the volume mixing ratios of the absorbing gases and 
dust, and for the intensity of the Lyman band emission. Next, we calculate F~ at 
1 A intervals via Equations (2.3), (2.4) , and (2.1). This model spectrum is then 
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figure 2.3 
Backscattered reftectivity versus the single-scattering albedo at the level where 
'T'• = 1, for the cases in which the ratio of scatterer to absorber scale heights, 










smoothed using the JUE aperture function obtained in section 2.2 (see Figure 
2.2) and compared to the observed spectrum between 1500 A and 1740 A. The 
model parameters are then updated and the cycle is repeated until the model 
spectrum is a least squares approximation of the observed spectrum. 
Although the homogeneous models provide a fairly good fit to the 
observed spectrum, we also wanted to explore cases that were more like th.e real 
Jupiter, that is to say, inhomogeneous. To accomplish this we add an ,extra 
I 
parameter, the ratio of scatterer to absorber scale heights. The reason for the 
difference between the two scale heights is that the main absorbers C2H2 and 
C2H8 are produced in the stratosphere and are being mixed down until they pass 
through the tropopause. Their scale heights are determined by the atmospheric 
eddy diffusion profile and their chemical lifetimes, and are likely to be different 
from the scale height of the bulk (H2) atmosphere. For a range of eddy diffusion 
coefficients at the tropopause between 1 x 103 and 1 x 104 em 2 sec - 1, we expect 
that the mixing ratios of both C2H2 and C2H8 will increase with height, i.e. the 
ratio of scatterer . to absorber scale heights, H11 / Hrs < 1. On the other hand, 
absorbers such as NHs and dust are expected to have mixing ratios that 
decrease with height, so that H11 / Hrs > 1. Of course, each absorber probably has 
a different scale height in the real atmosphere, but we assume here that they 
are all identical. With this approximation, we can now write the total optical 
depth and the single-scattering albedo as a function of the scatterer optical 
depth, i.e. 
Hrs [ 1 l H IH 'r ='T +-- ---1'1' • II t s H ...., s 





where C:1 is the single-scattering albedo at the level where the scatterer optical 
depth is equal to one. 
In Figure 2.3 we plot I IF (J.L = JJ..o = cos20°, rp - rp 0 = 180°) for the cases 
Hsl Ha = 0.5, and 2.0, along with the homogeneous case, Hsl Ha = 1.0. 
Generalizing from the homogeneous case, we find that the function 
(2.7) 
gives a reasonable fit to the actual I IF if we have A = -Q.273 for Hsl Ha = 0.5 
and A = -0.081 for H~l Ha = 2.0. These expressions are accurate to 10.% in I IF 
for 0.05 < E:51 < 0.9 with Hsl Ha = 2.0, and for 0.45 < G1 < 0.9 with Hsl Ha = 0.5, 
as determined using the same program that was used in testing the function in 
the homogeneous case. Using Equation (2.7) in place of Equation (2.4) , we follow 
the same fitting procedure that was used in the homogeneous case. 
The results of both the homogeneous and inhomogeneous models are 
presented and compared with previous ·measurements in the next section. 
2.4 Model Results and Comparisons 
In this section we show the model spectra that result when the mixing 
ratios of C2H2 ,C2H6 ,C4H2 ,C2t4. and the amount of Lyman band emission are 
" ftoated " i.e. they are left as free parameters in the least squares fit of the 
data and are solved for by iteration, with I NHs =I dust= 0. We consider the cases 
Hsl Ha = 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0. Later we will consider cases in which only INH
3 
= 0, 
and cases in which all the mixing ratios (including I NH
3 
and I dust) are ftoated . 
Figure 2.4a presents the model spectra associated with the first 
situation, for the three cases H8 1 Ha = 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0, along with the observed 
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figure 2.4a 
Solid line; observed IUE spectra, as shown in Figure 2.1a. Dotted line; model 
spectrum /11 (H8 / Hra = 0.5) . Short dashed line; model . spectrum /12 
(H. I H. = 1.0). Long dashed line; model spectrum I 3 (H8 / H. = 2.0). 
Figure 2.4b 
Solid line; observed IUE retlectivity, as shown in Figure 2.1 b. Dotted line; model 
/11 ret1ectiv1ty (H.I H" = 0.5) . Short dashed line; model /12 ret1ectivity 
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spectrum for comparison. It is apparent that the 11 continuum level " (i.e. 
variations on a scale of ~ 50 A ) are extremely well accounted for by the least 
squares fitting process. Variations on a scale of ~ 20 A are much harder to fit. 
This is due to uncertainties in the fine structure of both the solar spectrum and 
the cross-sections used, as well as the noise in the data. Although all the models 
give similar results, we distinguish the best from the worst by their ability to fit 
these small scale variations. For instance, it may be seen that the fit for the 
Hsl Ha. = 2.0 case is poor above 1700 A, and the fit for the H8 / H~ = 0.5 case 
deteriorates below 1600 A and has too much contrast, i.e . peak to valley 
amplitude. On a 11 quality of fit II scale from 1 (poor) to 5 (good), we would assign 
a 4 to the Hsl Ha. = fo case, a 3 to the H 8 / Ha. = 2.0 case, and a 2 to the 
Hsl Ha. = 0.5 case. 
Figure 2.4b shows how the comparison for the three cases of Figure 2.4a 
look in terms of the reflectivities p. The observed p is that of Figure 2.1 b, and is 
obtained by dividing the observed F '1> by the properly scaled solar fiux, then 
smoothing this by the instrument function. The models are just the calculated 
values of p smoothed by the instrument function. There is a strong 
anticorrelation between the models and the data from H?40 to 1670 A. This is 
caused by artifacts of the solar CI emission feature at 1657 A. These artifacts 
could be the source of the claim by Clarke et al. ( 1982) of a CI emission feature 
on Jupiter. Another reason we choose to model Fe instead of p is that the 
curves in Figure 2.4b give a misleading impression of the signal-to-noise of the 
data, which of course actually increases strongly towards the long wavelength 
end of the spectrum. 
In Figure 2.5 we show the mixing ratio profiles derived for the three 
cases of Figures 2.4a and 2.4b . Profiles with negative slopes, vertical lines, and 
positive slopes correspond to the cases H. I Ha. = 2.0, Hsl Ha. = 1.0, and 
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figure 2.5 
Mixing ratios of the absorbing gases for the three cases of Figure 2.4 plotted 
against pressure and altitude (as measured in atmospheric scale heights above 
the tropopause). Negative slopes correspond to H./ H. = 2.0, vertical lines to 
H./ H. = 1.0, and positive slopes to H./ H. = 0.5. The lines for C214 are dashed 
to distinguish them from those for C4H2 . The error bars plotted at the 























H,l Ha. = 0.5, respectively. Dashed lines are used for f ¥
4 
profiles to distinguish 




profiles. The significance of the error bars that are plotted at 
the intersection regions of the profiles is discussed below. For the absorbing 
gases. all three profiles intersect at a pressure of,.... 3 to 10 mbar. so this appears 
to be the least model-dependent region to assign the calculated homogeneous 
mixing ratio. The physical reason for this is illustrated in Figure 2.6. This figure 
shows the contribution to the reflectivity as a function of 7"t. i.e. it is the source 
function weighted by e-T~. The source function is composed of a term due to 
the scattering of diffuse flux and a term due to the first scattering of attenuated 
solar UV. The cases H,l Ha. = 0.5. 1.0 and 2 .0 are presented, and it is seen that 
' 
in each case a large contribution to the intensity comes from above -r, = 0.5. 
The short dashes on each curve represent the level at which one-half the total 
reflectivity ( ..... 0.15 ) is attained. The pressures that correspond to the op~ical 
depths at a wavelength of 1650 A are also shown in the figure . 
To see the effect due to dust and NH3 , we calculate spectra for the three 
Hsl Ha ratios in which 1) all the mixing ratios are floated and in which 2) only 
f NH
3 
is set equal to zero. These modifications do not affect the derived 
hydrocarbon mixing ratios by much, although both NH3 and dust help improve 
the fits for the case H8 / Ha. = 0.5 by lowering the contrast in the region above 
1700 A. The NH3 accomplishes this by virtue of having its absorption bands 
..... 180° out of phase with those of C2H2 in this spectral region. while the dust 
manages the same effect by adding continuum absorption and additional 
scattering. 
The results for all nine models are presented in Table 2.1. We also list an 
index representing the quality of fit to small scale variations. It is seen that all 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The attenuated source function (with J.l. = cos20°) plotted against for the cases 
H.l H5 = 2.0, 1.0, and 0.5. The backscattered intensity ( -0.15) is given by the 
area under each curve. The horizontal dashes on each curve mark' the optical 
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confidence level bounds and take into account that we really only have 240/9.6 
Rl 25 independent data points. On this basis, we can only give upper limits to 
the mixing ratios of C2}4, dust, NH3 , and the dayglow intensity. Surprisingly, it 
seems that some C4H2 is neccessary to obtain a good fit . We hold back from 
claiming a detection since there could be other absorbers not considered here 
that produce a similar efiect. For that matter, the absorption spectra of the 
dust could possibly have a similar structure to that of C4H2 at these short 
wavelengths. Confirmation of C4H2 on Jupiter would require a less 1 ambiguous 
detection, perhaps of the narrow infrared emission bands at 220 or 628 cm-1. 
To show the relative contributions of the absorbers at different 
wavelengths, we show in Figure 2. 7 the optical depth of each absorber as a 
function of wavelength at a pressure of 10 mbar. Here we ~ave used the mixing 
ratios derived for model # 8, the homogeneous case (Hsl Ha = 1.0) with all 
mixing ratios floated (including fNH
3 
and f dust). This model was chosen because 
it gives upper limits to I dwrt. and INH
3
. As can be seen from Table 2.1, choosing 
model # 2 or model # 5 would not significantly change the results. It is apparent 
from this figure that C2H6 is most important for the spectral shape below 
1560 A and C2H2 is most imp~rtant above "'1640 A. The minor absorber C4H2 
plays a relatively important role between 1580 A and 1650 A. The minor 
absorber C2H4 , however, has bands that overlap those of C2H2 in this spectral 
region, making it clear why only an upper limit for I ~H4 was obtained. NH3 
plays almost no role in this spectra, and the efiect of dust is minor. The total 
absorption optical depth at 10 mbar is seen to be mostly "'0.5, consistent with 
the results of Figures 2.5 and 2.6. 
The ratio J caiJ
5
1 J c~2 we get is 66± 53. This ratio is important for 
photochemical models of the upper atmosphere of Jupiter. The IRIS instrument 
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Figure 2.7 
The wavelength dependence of the total optical depth and the individual 
absorber optical depths for C2H2• C2H6, C4H2 • C2H4 , and NH3 , at the level p = 10 
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on Voya.gers 1 and 2 observed C2H2 and C2H6 on Jupiter, and for the North 
Equatorial Belt found f c~2 = 3( -8) and f Cefi& = 5( -6) at pressure level of ,... 15 to 
90 mbar (Maguire 1981). In Figure 2.8 we plot our estimated mixing ratios and 
their errors , both in m ixing ratio and in pressure, along with the IRIS values for 
C2H2 and C2H6 . To the best we can determine, it appears that C2H6 is well-mixed. 
However , f c~2 appears to increase with decreasing pressure, consistent with a 
C2H2 scale height equal to twice the atmospheric scale height. From Figure 2 .8 
. I 





applies at 10 mbar, the mixing ratios for the other components now apply at 
different pressure levels, from ""'40 mbar for dust to ,... 3 mbar for C2H6. 
A value for Hsl Ha. of 0 .5 is also consistent with the IUE observations in 
another way. Clarke et al. (1982) observed limb-darkening in a north-south scan 
of Jupiter in the spectral regions 1600 to 1650 A, 1700 to 1750 A, 1800 to 
1850 A, and 1900 to 1950 A. In all these regions C2H2 is the major absorber. 
They found that in all cases the limb-darkening followed a roughly cosine 
dependence. For a backscattered reflectivity in the range of 0.15, as applies to 
this spectral region. there would be very little limb-darkening for a 
homogeneous atmosphere. Limb-darkening profiles for the cases Hsl Ha. = 0.5, 
1.0, and 2 .0 are displayed in Figure 2.9 for values of I IF ,... 0.15 at 11- = JJ-o = 1.0. 
It is seen that for H,J Ha. = 0.5 the dependence is most cosine-like, in agreement 
with the result of the IRIS comparison. However, this same cosine dependence 
could also be obtained if the mixing ratio of C2H2 generally increases from the 
equator toward the poles. For example, if the atmosphere were vertically 
homogeneous and the single-scattering albedo were to vary with latitude such 
that ~0 ~ 0.6cos(latitude), the limb-darkening would be approximately cosine. 
So although we favor the inhomogeneous atmosphere with Hsl Ha. = 0.5, we 
cannot rule out other possibilities . The upper limit derived for the Lyman band 
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Figure 2.8 
The mixing ratios and upper limits to mixing ratios derived in this study. The 
horizontal error bars are from Table 2 .1 and the vertical error bars are obtained 
from the dimensions of the intersection regions (see Figure 2.5). Alsp shown are 
the values obtained by IRIS experiment on Voyagers 1 and 2 (Maguire, 1981) . 
Figure 2 .9 
Limb darkening curves for the cases H.l Ha. = 2.0, 1.0, and 0 .5 with I IF 
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emission, 1.4± 2.4 kR is consistent with the 2.8 ± 1.0 kR observed by the 
ultraviolet spectrometer ( UVS) experiment on Voyagers 1 and 2 (Broadfoot et a l. 
1981) for the total Werner and Lyman band emission. 
2.5 Conclusions 
From our analysis of the reflected spectrum of Jupiter from 1500 A to 
1740 A we have obtained mixing ratios for C2H2 , C2H6 ,C4H2 , and upper limits on 
the mixing ratios of C2H4 , NH3 , and dust in the Jovian atmosphere at"' 10 mbar. . I 
lt is possible that there is an appreciable amount of haze affecting the reflection 
spectrum, since very good model fits are obtained when dust is included. The 
scale height of C2H2 ii! this region is ..... 2 times the scale height of the bulk 
atmosphere, while it appears that C2H6 may be well-mixed. To improve on these 
results it will be neccessary to obtain limb profiles in not only a North-South 
direction, as has been done by Clarke et al. (1982), but also in an East-West 
direction. High quality measurements of this type would probably allow the 
determination of the scale height of each individual absorber. 
We obtain a marginal value of 1.4 ± f.t kR for the H2 Lyman band dayglow 
emission. The uncertainty is large because most of the spectrum we are 
modeling is due to reflected light. If there were enough signal to model below 
1525 A we could obtain a much better result. Our value is consistent, however, 
with the 2.8 ± 1.0 kR observed by the UVS experiment on Voyagers 1 and 2 
(Broadfoot et al. 1981) for the total Werner and Lyman band dayglow emission. 
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Chapter 3 
He 564 /... Resonance Reflection from lupiter 
3.1 Introduction 
The ultraviolet spectrometer ( UVS) experiments aboard Voyagers 1 and 
2 and the ultraviolet photometer aboard Pioneer 10 observed He 584 A emission 
from the disk of Jupiter. McConnell et al. ( 1980) report that on about March 3, 
1979 (62/79), the Voyager 1 UVS instrument detected 5 .5 Rayleigh~ ± 30% (1 
Rayleigh = 1 R = 106 photons cm-2 s-1) from the central region of the d isk of 
Jupiter at a phase angle of about 15°. A similar observation was made by 
Voyager 2 UVS instrument which on about July 7, 1979 (188/79) detected 
3.9 R ± 20% from the central region of the Jovian disk at a phase angle of about 
17°. During the encounter of Pioneer 10 with Jupiter on December 3 , 1973 
(337 /73) the ultraviolet photometer observed a disk-averaged intensity of 5.1 R 
(Carlson and Judge, 1974). 
The Voyager UVS instrument has a resolution of - 33 /..., making 
identification of the He 584 A relatively unambiguous. The Pioneer 10 
instrument, however, is 'broad band and the possibility exists of contamination 
by other emissions at nearby wavelengths . The response of the 584 A channel is 
down by a factor of 1000 at 1216 A, so Lyman alpha will not contribute 
significantly. The next line in the helium series is at 537 A. but the solar 
emission line is not very strong (Behring et al., 1976) . Io torus emissions would 
only contribute to the background, and at the time of observation Io was ..... 8° 
away from the instrument aperture (Carlson and Judge, 1974). Only auroral 
emissions could significantly affect the observation. We have no way to estimate 
the auroral contribution to the He 584 A intensity other than comparison with 
Voyager results. Since the UVS instrument saw no large auroral signal at 
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wavelengths less than - 700 A. we will assume that the 5 .1 R signal observed by 
Pioneer is entirely due to resonantly reflected solar 584 J.. photons. 
In this chapter these observations will be modeled to yield values for the 
eddy diffusion coefficient near the homopause in Jupiter's low latitude regions . 
The results obtained here will be compared with the results obtained by 
McConnell et al. (1980) and by Carlson and Judge (1976). 
3.2 The Solar He 584 A line 
The formation region on the sun of the 584 A emission line is the 
chromosphere, at temperatures of between 10,000 and 50,000 K. The 
-
temperature of the scattering region on Jupiter is probably in the range of 200-
500 K. and there is strong absorption by H2 at this wavelength, so that only the 
central core of the solar line will be scattered. It has recently been determined 
by Phillips et al. ( 1982) that self absorption removes about 10% of the core of 
the solar line. Whether the self-reversed part of the core is narrow or broad is 
not known. In our modeling we ignore this effect and assume a Gaussian profile 
for the solar line, determined by its full width at half maximum (FWHM) and by 
the line-integrated intensity for the solar disk. 
The total intensity of solar He 584 A has been measured for many years, 
mainly by Hinteregger (Hinteregger, 1977; Hinteregger, 1979; Torr et al., 1979) 
and most of these measurements are plotted in Figure 3.1a. The scatter in the 
points and the increase from 1974 to 1979 is real and shows the effects of both 
day-to-day solar variability (due to solar rotation, creation and destruction of 
sunspots, flares, etc.} and the 11-year solar cycle. From this graph we estimate 
that the line-integrated fluxes of the solar disk at the Earth during the 
encounters of Pioneer 10 (Pl O) , Voyager 1 ( V1) and Voyager 2 ( V2) with Jupiter 
were 1.4, 4 .1, and 3.5 x 109 photons cm-2 s-1, respectively, each with an 
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Figure 3.1 
(a) Measurements of line-integrated He 584 A solar fiux (full disk) as a function 
of time. Filled circles are taken from Torr et al. (1979). Open circles and 
crosses are taken from Hinteregger (1977), and refer to active an'd quiet solar 
conditions respectively. Crosses are taken from Hinteregger (1979) . Filled and 
open triangles are taken from Phillips et al. ( 1982) and refer to their rocket 
ftight results (with ± 50% error) and AE-E and AE-C satellite data, respectively. 
(b) Measurements of the solar He 5841 line width as a function of time. Filled 
and open triangles are taken from Phillips et al. (1982) and represent 
measurements that are uncorrected and corrected for background radiation 
and self-reversal. respectively. The tilled circle is taken from Doschek et al. 
(1974) . 
Also indicated in (a) and (b) are the times of the Pioneer and Voyager spacecraft 
encounters with Jupiter: 
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uncertainty of approximately± 3 x 108 photons cm-2 s-1. 
The width of the solar He 584 J.. has been measured only on a few 
occasions and, unfortunately, none of these were close to the Voyager 
encounters. Recent work by Phillips et al. ( 1982) shows that correcting for self-
absorption and background effects bring the linewidth estimates down to within 
the range 100-130 rnA FWHM. Their results , from measurements made in 1974, 
1977, and 1980, along with a measurement made by Doschek et al. (1974) in 
1973, are plotted in Figure 3.1b. Using the corrected line-widths of Phillips et al. 
( 1982) we estimate that the linewidth at the P 1 0 encounter was 120 rnA FVi HM 
and the linewidth at the V1 and Y2 encounters was 110 rnA FWHM. Both these 
estimates are probably good to ± 15%. 
Assuming a Gaussian lineshape, the line-center flux may be obtained by 
the relation 
(3.1 ) 
where 1rF®>-o is the line-center solar flux : 1rF® is the line-integrated solar flux: 
and b.~ is the solar line width FWHM. From this formula we estimate the line-
center solar fluxes in the He 584 A line at the time of the encounters of PlO, Vl. 
and V2 with Jupiter to have been 1.1, 3.4, and 3.0 x 1010 ph cm- 2 s-1 J..-1, 
respectively, each with an uncertainty of .... 20%. 
3 .3 Model Jovian Atmosphere 
The absorption cross-section of H2 at 584 A is 6 .0 x 10-18 cm2 (Hudson, 
1971). Assuming a scale height on the order of 50 km, an optical depth of u nity 
will occur at an H2 number density of about 3 x 1010 cm-3 . The homopause level 
for helium occurs at a number density nh. ::::t nH~ ::::t bHel ~~ · where Kh is t h e 
eddy diffusion coefficient at the homopause and bHe = a. Her•He is a coefficient 
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relating the molecular diffusion coefficient of helium to the number density of 
the atmosphere. From parameters given in Mason and Marrero (1 970) we 
estimate a He= 5 .99x 1017 and sHe.:. 0 .727. For temperatures in the 200·500 K 
the helium homopause occurs at an H2 number density of between 6 x 1014 and 
3 x 1011 cm-3. Therefore it appears that most of the scattering of the 584 Aline 
occurs between 2 and 10 scale heights above the homopause. 
To obtain the concentration profile of helium we need to solve the 
continuity equation 
an a~ -+..::..r:.....=P-nL at az (3.2) 
For helium there is no chemical production or loss, and we assume steady state, 
so that the tlux is constant, i.e. 
= = -(D + K) dnHe _ [.!2._+ ~ _ [(1 + a)D + Kl dT cp C/)o dz H H nHe T dz nHe 
1111 
(3.3) 
Here rp is the tlux of helium (positive upward) ; D is the molecular diffusion 
coefficient for helium (D = bHelnH
2
); K is the eddy diffusion coefficient; nHe is 
the number density of helium; z is altitude; H (= mHeg lkT) is the scale height 
of helium; Hrw (= mg /kT) is the scale height of the bulk atmosphere (esser_:1tially 
the H2 scale height) ; T is temperature; and a is the thermal diffusion coefficient 
for helium. 
In previous studies it bas usually been assumed that cp0 = 0, 
T = constant, and K = constant. Under these conditions Equation (3.3) is easily 





where n is the bulk atmosphere number density(~ nH
2
) ; /He is the mixing ratio 
of helium in the well-mixed region of the atmosphere, far below the homopause; 
mHe is the mass of helium; and m is the mean mass of the atmosphere 
(assumed to be constant, with m = mH2) . 
ln the region of the homopause, however, the temperature gradient of 
the atmosphere is quite high, perhaps as much as 1 K km-1 (Festou et al., 1981) . 
Also, it is quite possible that the eddy diffusion coefficient varies near the 
homopause. For the case of an atmosphere in which temperature is 
proportional to altitude (linear-T) and K is proportional to n -p where 0~ p < 1. 
Equation (3.3) can be solved to yield 
f b. f (z- z )Armg/tA+ 1  ( ) = He He l1 + h. X nHe z Kh. Th. 
fl [ (z -z )At""""'+ 1)(1-pJ .... J-. 





a r-.Jie (1--p)+(Mg/:;+1) 
( ) 
He He 






(mHefm -1) + okA/mg 
(1--p )(1 +kA/mg) +sHekA/mg 
(3.6) 
A is defined by 
(3.7) 
and p is defined by 
(3.8) 
Equation (3.5a) or (3.5b) allows us to create model atmospheres Uiat test the 
effects of temperature gradients and variable eddy diffusion coefficients, as well 
as the effects of varying Th. and Kh. . 
3.4 Radiative Transfer 
The He 584 A line arises when helium atoms are excited from the ground 
state 1s2 1S0 to the excited state 1s 2p 1Pf by absorbing a 584 A photon and then 
decay back down to the ground state again by emitting a 584 A photon in 
another direction. The phase function for resonant scattering is generally a 
combination of both Rayleigh and isotropic scattering (see Hamilton, 1947). For 
the case of He 584 A it turns out that the scattering phase function is entirely 
Rayleigh. In our modeling we employ a Rayleigh phase function but we ignore 
polarization effects. Our backscattered intensities will therefore be low by ~ 5% 
(van de Hulst, 1980) . As noted by Carlson and Judge (1976), the 1s 2p 1Pf state 
of helium may decay to the 1s 2s 1S0 state instead of the ground state, resulting 
in a single-scattering albedo ("'He) for He 584 A scattering equal to 0.9989 . We 
ignore this effect in our modeling and assume "'He = 1. In a test of the most 
highly reflective model the error of this assumption was found to be ~ 1%. We 
assume that all of the helium is in the parahelium (singlet) form. This should 
be a very good assumption even at low densities, since the reaction 
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(3.9) 
is very fast, having a rate of ...., 3 x 1 o-11 cm5 s-1 at room temperature (Hickman 
et al., 1977) . 
We assume monochromatic scattering (MS) as opposed to Voigt complete 
redistribution (VCR) or, most realistically, angle-averaged partial redistribution 
(AAPR). Since the solar photons are resonantly backscattered at -r5 ..... 1, there is 
not a big difference between these three approximations . For one of the most 
reflective models, we tested relative line-integrated intensities and found 
MS-AAPR = 11 .2% and AAPR-VCR = 4 .5%. An isotropic phase function was used 
in all three of these cases. The line profiles generated by these three 
approximations are compared in Figure 3.2. Here it may also be seen how 
narrow the Jovian line is relative to the solar line. 
The method of solution of the equation of radiative transfer was 
described in Chapter 1. For each model atmosphere tested, the He 584 A was 
divided into 10 equal sections from line center out to five standard Doppler 
frequency units . Our standard Doppler unit was defined as 
(3 .10) 
with T = 150 K. Thus, for the He 584 A line, !::.'AD= 1.53 x 10- 5 A and 
!::.vD = 1.35 x 1010 Hz. At the frequency midpoint of each section we calculate the 
optical depth and single-scattering albedo of the atmosphere at each of 149 
altitude levels, ranging from -r ~ 10 -3 to-r= 20, by the following equations: 
i i 
-r1 = -r! + -r;.,. = aH2 2: nH/z; )!::.z; + O"He>.l: nHe(z; )!::.z; 





Calculated He 584 A line protlles for a highly retiecttve model of Jupiter. 
Intensity (108 photons cm-2 sec-1 A -1 sr-1, at J.L = J.Lo = 0.9531) is plotted against 
' 
wavelength in standard Doppler units (lz = 1.53 x lO~K). The profiles show the 
di.tferences between the three redistribution functions MS (monochromatic 
scattering), AAPR (angle-averaged partial redistribution), and VCR (Voigt 
complete redistribution). Also shown is the solar He 584 A fiux protlle at Jupiter 














For a linear-T atmosphere. nH
2 
is given by 
The values of nHe(z) are given by equation (3.5a) or (3 .5b) , and O'Hu. is given by 
(3.1 3) 
where 
3 06 x 10-13[_1_~o_l*eo.o1a9/T(K) [cm2] . T(K)) (3.14) 
+- -u2 
~ (a.z) = ~12 J ( e )2 2 du . 




The equation of radiative transfer is then solved for each frequency. The 
solar flux used is given by · 
(3 .1 7) 
where R = 5.203, 1rF®~ = 3 .4 x 1010 ph cm-2 s-1 A. and 6v® = 5.79 x 1011 Hz. 
These values of rr F ®~ and 6 v® correspond to the conditions of the solar 
He 584 Kline at the time of the V1 encounter. as discussed in section 3.2. The 
lower boundary was placed at 7"4 (= 7"H2 ) = 20, and was given a Lambert lllU lllU 
reflectivity of zero. To compare with the Voyager observations of the cent er of 
the Jovian disk, we calculated the line-integrated intensities for J.L = J.Lo = 0.953 1, 
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where J.1. is the cosine of the emission zenith angle, and -JJ-0 is the cosine of the 
solar zenith angle . The calculated backscattered intensity is expressed in 
Rayleighs via the relation 
47i 10 
/5a4(R) = - 6 ~J,.~(JJ. = J.l.o = 0.953 1) · 26'AD 10 i=l 
(3.18) 
We now proceed to the results of the calculations for various model 
atmospheres. 
3.5 Results of Models 
Based on the work of Festou et al. (1981) we define our standard model 
atmosphere as having -T, = 200 K and A = 0.75 K km-1 . We choose p = 0.5 and 
vary the value of K,. With a lower boundary at 'Ta = 20 the level of the mu 
homopause is given by 
-.tA/mg l 
-1 (3.19) 
Model atmospheres for the standard case with K, = 105 , 106 , 107 , and 108 cm2 s-1 
are shown in Figure 3.3. In this figure the z = 0 level corresponds to 'Ta = 20. 
mu 
For these four cases the level of the homopause occurs at -297, -150, -41, and 
+39 km, respectively. The backscattered intensities calculated for these 
atmospheres are shown in Figure 3.4, along with the Vl, V2, and P10 
observations of h 84. The V2 and P10 values have been scaled by the line-center 
solar fluxes obtained in section 3.2 to for comparison with the model 
calculations. In addition the PlO value has been scaled up by 0.9531/0.6667 to 
account for limb-darkening, since this observation refers to the entire disk while 
the Vl and V2 observations and the model calculations refer to the disk center. 
This last scaling assumes that the limb-darkening is cosine-like, i.e. it assumes 
conservative scattering. Given the very high reflectivity observed by P 10, this is 
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Figure 3.3 
Model H2 and He number density profiles, referred to a level %0 at which 7H1 = 20. 
These models each have T,. = 200 K. A = 0.75 K km-1, and p = 0.5. The value of 
K"' is 105,108 ,107,and 108 cm2 s-1 for models 1,2,3, and 4, respectively. The open 












Line-integrated He 584 A intensity (Rayleighs) versus eddy di.tl'usion coefficient 
at the homopause (Kh) for the standard model atmosphere. The model 
calculations are for JL = 11.fJ =0.9531. Also shown are the Pi,aneer 10 and Voyager 
1 and 2 observations. The measurements by P 10 (Carlson and Judge, 1976) and 
'Y2 (McConnell et al., 1980) have been scaled to the solar He 584 A line 
conditions at the time of the V1 encounter with Jupiter. 
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probably a reasonable assumption. 
From Figure 3.4 it can be seen that for the standard model atmosphere, 
i.e. A = 0 .75 K km-1 • T~r. = 200 K. and p = 0.5 , the best estimate for K~r. at the 
time of the Vl and V2 encounters is 1.3 x 106 cm2 s-1 ± 30%. At the time of P 1 0 
encounter the standard model atmosphere results in a value of 
K,., ::::l 108 cm2 s-1 ± "' 50%. To test the effects of variations on the standard 
model atmosphere, we tried cases in which A = 0.50 K km-1 , A = 1.00 K km-1 , 
' 
p = 0.6 , and p = 0.7 . while holding K~r. fixed at 1.0 x 106 cm2 s-1. In each case the 
difference in brightness with the standard model was less than 7% . The 
variations were found to be b.I584(R)- 0.76A (K km-1) and 6I584(R)- - 1.46p . 
It seems that I 584 has only a second order dependence on the second order 
quantities p and A. This means that models assuming constant T and K 
(McConnell, 1980; Carlson and Judge, 1976) are probably quite accurate . 
It is possible to obtain a simple, semi-analytic formula for I 584 in the 
case of constant T and K . In Chapter 2 we found that for a Rayleigh scattering 
atmosphere in which the ratio of scatterer-to-absorber scale height was 0.5 that 
the reflectivity of the atmosphere was given by the empirical formula 
(3.20) 
where rrF>. is the incident fiux and CJ1A. is the single-scattering albedo CJ0 A. at the 
level where the scattering optical depth is equal to one (7's = 1) . Of course the 
ratio of the scale heights of He to H2 is only 0.5 well above the homopause, but 
for most cases this is the region where the scattering occurs. From Figure 3.2 it 
can be seen that the scattered line has FWHM ~36>..D . Defining 
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we can approximate /~84 by 
2 
4rr 
· 3.6>-D Fr-.). · -- . 
<!J.'O 106 
Since the atmosphere is isothermal we have 
and 
r H]-1 
The level THe>-o = 1 is defined by nHe = laHe>-c, ~ , so that we have 
O'HeX
0 
n He( THe"c, : 1) 
O'H nH (THeX = 1) 








(zh) = a.HerHe;K as before. Using already defined values and noting 
that fHe(zh) = ~ 1He = 0.055 from Equation (3.4b), we arrive at 
(3.26) 
using the solar line parameters appropriate to V1 encounter. We have tested 
this formula for the four combinations of T = 150 K, T = 500 K. K = 106 cm2 s-1, 
and K = 108 cm2 s-1• We find that Equation (3.26) is accurate to within 10%, the 
accuracy being worst for the case T = 150 K, K = 108 cm2 s-1 , as would be 
expected from our approximation of HHe/ HH
2 
= 0.5. Actually, for these low-T, 
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high-K conditions D'1~ 0.9, so that Equation (3.20) overestimates I,..IF>. (see 
Chapter 2) . This actually works to our advantage, since we expect !>.IF). to be 
greater in these cases since HHel HH
2 
is closer to 1 than to 0.5 near the 
homopause. 
Curves generated by equation (3.26) for T = 150 K. 500 K. and 1000 K as 
a function of K are shown in Figure 3.5 against the correctly scaled results of 
McConnell et al. (1980) . They used an integral method of solution of the 
radiative transfer equation, assuming isotropic scattering and VCR. Also shown 
in Figure 3.5 are the scaled results of Carlson and Judge (1976) who also used an 
integral method and VCR but used a Rayleigh instead of isotropic phase 
function . 
As seen in this figure, the results of all three calculations are fairly close, 
given the disparity of the methods used. The results of Carlson and Judge 
(1976) for T = 150 K are everywhere about 25% higher than our results. The 
results of McConnell et al. are similar to ours (within a factor of two everywhere) 
but their curves seem to have steeper slopes (dfs841dK) than our curves do. 
This is mostly due to their use of isotropic scattering. For isotropic scattering 
we find that the analogue of Equation (3.20) is 
Ix - r o 2 6 tn( .... )) 2.266 ( o 9 3 ) F). - 1- . 7 1 - c.>l;. J.L = J.Lo = . 5 1 (3.27) 
Use of this equation gives an estimate of fs84 
(3 .28) 
which agrees quite well with the results of McConnell et al. Again, this 
approximation does start to become inaccurate when scattering occurs near the 
homopause (since at the homopause HHe > HH/2), which is true for high K and 
low T atmospheres. 
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Figure 3.5 
Line-integrated He 584 A intensity (Rayleighs) versus eddy diffusion coefficient 
for constant-K, constant-T atmospheres. The semi-analytical expression 
. 
derived in the text is compared with the calculations of McConnell et al. ( 1980) 
and Carlson and Judge ( 1976) , scaled to the solar He 584 A line center flux 




















































































































































































































































We have modeled the scattering of the solar He 584 A line by the upper 
atmosphere of Jupiter. We find that for a model atmosphere consistent with the 
temperature profile obtained by Festou et al. (1981) that the value of the eddy 
diffusion coefficient at the homopause (Kh) was 1.3 x 106 cm2 s-1 ± 30% at the 
times of the Voyager encounters. If this temperature profile was the same 
during the Pioneer 10 encounter then Kh ~ 108 cm2 s-1 ± 50% at that time. We 
find that the He 584 A brightness of Jupiter is primarily sensitive td Th and Kh · 
The second order quantities A = ~~ and p = - d ~InK have only minor effects 
nnH2 
on the backscattered -intensity. For the special case of constant T and K , a 
good approximation to the He 584 A brightness of the central region of the disk 
of Jupiter is given by Equation (3 .26) . 
The decrease in Kh between the Pioneer 10 encounter and the Voyager 
encounters is about two orders of magnitude. It is quite conceivable that there 
exists a link between Kh and the solar cycle. Presumably Kh is due to both 
turbulence and vertical winds. The compqnent due to vertical winds could be 
part of a meridional circulation pattern. On the Earth it is known that 
meridional circulation in the thermosphere is dominated by the effects of Joule 
heating in the polar regions , resulting in upward fiow near the poles and 
downward flow near the equator (Dickinson et al., 1975; Fuller-Rowell and Rees, 
1980). Nishida and Watanabe (1981) have calculated that a single magnetic 
storm could input as much as 5 x 1024 ergs of Joule heat into the polar regions 
of Jupiter over a period of about a day. Since the frequency of magnetic storms 
follows the solar cycle, we might expect the circulation to be more vigorous 
during solar maximum than solar minimum. If we explicitly include a vertical 
wind in the fiux Equation (3.3), we find a solution for a constant T , constant K 
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atmosphere similar to Equation (3.4b ), 
(3 .29) 
where n,.. = bHel K, for a wind profile given by 
(3.30) 
with w,.. the vertical wind at the homopause. With Equation (3.29) we can 
estimate I 554 by 
(3 .3 1) 
For T = 200 K. K = 108 cm2 s-1, and w,.. = 0 , conditions that may be appropriate 
to PlO encounter, we get I 584 = 23.4 R which is close to the scaled PlO 
observation of ""' 22.4 R. If we hold T and K constant, we find that 
w,.. ~ -58 em s-1 will result in I 584 :::=~ 5 .0 R. the Vl and Y2 observed value. So it is 
possible that the difference between the Pioneer and Voyager observations might 
be solely due to a difference in meridional circulation. This scenario is 
somewhat speculative but it can also be made consistent with the increase of 
observed Lyman-a emission by Vl and Y2 over P l 0, since the enhanced 
circulation would bring more aurorally produced H to the equatorial regions. We 
will briefly consider this scenario again in Chapter 4 , when we discuss the 
chemistry of the upper atmosphere of Jupiter. 
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Chapter4 
Hydrocarbon Photochemistry in the Upper Atmosphere of Jupiter 
4.1 Introduction 
Early studies by Strobel ( 1969, 1973, 1975) were the first to predict large 
abundances of the nonequilibrium hydrocarbon species C2H6 and C2H2 in the 
upper atmosphere of Jupiter. More recently, a study byYung and Strobel (1980) 
used observations of C2H6 and C2H2 abundances and the Lyman a brightness to 
determine vertical mixing properties near the tropopause and near the 
homopause. Since this last work was done much new data have been obtained 
on the state of the upper atmosphere of Jupiter (e.g. see Chapters 2 and 3) and 
many reaction rates involving hdyrocarbons have been updated. In particular 
the photochemistry of C2H2 is much better understood (Okabe, 1981) so that we 
may now perform realistic calculations of the ethane to acetylene ratio near the 
tropopause. 
In this chapter we use the constraints derived in previous chapters, 
along with those obtained by other authors, to choose an eddy diffusion profile 
which best represents the upper atmosphere of Jupiter near solar maximum 
conditions. We obtain profiles of all the C and C2 hydrocarbons, as well as 
atomic hydrogen and helium, and estimate the effects of solar minimum 
conditions. We will also demonstrate that acetylene photochemistry is capable 
of yielding the observed amounts of absorbing "Danielson dust" through a 
slightly modified version of the scheme by Allen et al. ( 1980) for polyacetylene 
polymerization. The derived atomic hydrogen and methane profiles are tested 
with the radiative transfer model of Chapter 1 to make sure they result in a 
reasonable value for the Lyman a albedo. Finally, we conclude with a brief 
consideration of the ion-neutral chemistry in the auroral regions . 
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4.2 :Model 
The photochemical models presented in this chapter were obtained with 
the aid of a one-dimensional photochemical-diffusive computer program 
designed by M. Allen and Y.L. Yung (see Allen et al. , 1981). This program solves 
the continuity equation for a species i 
a'ni ar,o;. 
--+--=P· -L· at az \ \ (4.1) 
I 
in which ~ is the number density, rp;, is the vertical fiux, P;, is the chemical 
production rate, and L;, is the chemical loss rate, all evaluated at altitude z and 
timet. The altitude z is measured from the visible cloud tops, which occur at a 
pressure level of .... 600 mbar. In our models we assume steady-state conditions, 
so that a~;at ~ 0 ~nd rpf., P;., and L;, are diurnal averages . The vertical fiux rp;, is 
defined as it was in Chapter 3 by 
d~ [ D1. ~ r (1 + a,)D· + Kl dT rp· = - (D· + K)-- -+ Tb -1 ' -T'I~ · 
' ' dz H;. H av · • T dz · • 
(4 .2) 
where D;, is the molecular diffusion coefficient; K is the eddy (turbulent) 
diffusion coefficient; H;. and Ha.v are the species and bulk atmosphere scale 
heights , respectively; cxi ·is the thermal diffusion parameter; and T is the 
temperature. 
The temperature profile used in all of our models is based on that 
derived by Festou et al.'s (1981) analysis of the stellar occultation experiment 
performed by the Voya.ger 2 ultraviolet spectrometer ( UVS) instrument. This 
experiment occurred during the Voya.ger 2 encounter with Jupiter on July 9, 
1979 and the derived temperature profile pertains to a latitude of .... 17° north at 
a local time of ..... 1-2 hours before midday. This profile is shown in Figure 4 .1 
along with a profile of hydrostatic pressure. It may be seen that the 
temperature is fairly cool throughout the stratosphere and mesosphere but 
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Figure4.1 
Temperature and pressure as a function of altitude in the standard model 
atmosphere. Altitudes are measured from the visible cloud tops at a pressure 
level of ..... 600 mbar. Photochemical calculations begin at the tropop~use, which 
occurs at a pres~ure level of ..... 150 mbar. 
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above that the temperature increases steeply and finally reaches an exospheric 
temperature of .... 1100 K. Below about 130 km the temperature profile is 
obtained from Voyager infrared (IRIS) results for the north equatorial belt 
(Hanel et al., 1979; Maguire, 1981). 
The gravity at 17° north is 2356 ern s-2 as given by Anderson (1976). Our 
calculations apply to the region from the tropopause at z = 30 km to 
z = 700 krn (well above the homopause) . We hold the gravity .fixed over this 
I 
interval. This introduces an error of .... 10% in the calculated total number 
density at the top of the atmosphere. The centrifugal effect of Jupiter's rotation 
has a more important effect on the total number density, extending the 
atmosphere at the equator by a factor of 1.1 over a non-rotating Jupiter 
(Summers, 1982) . The mean mass of the atmosphere changes from 2.22 amu 
below the homopause to 2.0 amu above due to the diffusive separation of 
helium. At very large altitudes the mean mass becomes 1.0, but this occurs at 
number densities .... 106 cm-3 , far above the region we are considering. 
The values of P;, and L;, in Equation (4.1) are determined by the set of 
chemical reactions chosen. Our standard model contains 17 species; helium 
(He), atomic hydrogen (H), molecular hydrogen (H2), methylidyne (CH), ground 
state methylene (3 CH2), excited methylene (ICH2), methyl (CH3), methane (CH4), 
ethynyl (C2H), acetylene (C2H2), vinyl (C2H3), ethylene (C2H4), ethyl (C2H5), 
ethane (C2H6), methylacetylene (CH3C2H), butadiyne radical (C4H), and 
diacetylene (butadiyne) (C4H2) . The set of reactions involving these species is 
presented in Table 4.1 along with the rate coefficients or quantum yields and the 
references for these. This set includes all important reactions that involve only 
C and C2 hydrocarbons . The quantum yields given for C2H2 photolysis represent 
the sum of the quantum yields for the path shown and for the path that results 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































react with H2 to produce C2H + H. Diacetylene is included to complete the C2H2 
photochemistry and to indicate the efficiency with which polyacetylenes may be 
produced (see Allen et al. , 1980). Since reaction R8b leads to the recycling of 
C2H2 from C4 H2, the ratio of the quantum yields of reaction R8a and R8b is 
crucial to the production of polyacetylenes and to the concentration of 
acetylene in the lower stratosphere. To our knowledge no measurements have 
been made of this ratio, so we have made a conservative estimate of 4 for it 
based on mass spectrometry cracking data for C4H2 (Heller and Milne, •1978). We 
estimate the total quantum yield for dissociation of C4H2 to be 0.2 in analogy 
with C2H2 . 
In the standard model CH3C2H is used as a catalyst in the reaction 
scheme 
3CH2 + C2H2 + M ""* CHsC2H + M 





The omission of other reactions for the formation and destruction of CH3C2H 
means that its calculated profile will not be very accurate. Reaction scheme 
(4.3) is included to provide an indirect mechanism for converting 3CH2 into CH3. 
This scheme acts as an accessory to the more important reaction R15b in 
producing methyl radicals from the primary products of methane photolysis. It 
has now been established that C~ does not photodissociate into CH3 and H 
directly (Slanger, 1982). 
The exclusion of C3 and higher hydrocarbons could possibly affect the C 
and C2 hydrocarbons through fast catalytic cycles, as illustrated by pathway 
(4.3), or by providing a net sink for carbon, either by heterogeneous processes 
such as the formation of dust particles or by escape of long-lived species across 
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the tropopause. However, since the atmosphere is strongly dominated by H2, the 
formation of dust via polyacetylene polymerization (or any other mechanism) is 
inhibited and v.--m not use up much of the carbon reservoir. The most abundant 
long lived hydrocarbons will be the alkanes since they are saturated with 
hydrogen. Higher alkanes such as propane (C3H8 ) and butane (C4H10) are 
produced very efficiently by three-body recombination of methyl radicals with 
ethyl or propyl radicals, e.g. 
CHs + C2H5 + M -+ CsHa + M 
CH3 + C3H7 + M -+ C4H10 + M 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
The low-pressure limits -for the rates of these reactions are very high (especially 
at low temperatures) due to the large number of vibrational modes available to 
C3H8 and C4H10 (Yung et al., 1982b). However, the observed alkane abundances 
fall off roughly as 
(4.6) 
This formula holds relatively well for C2H6 and gives a good upper limit for C3H8 . 
Thus the loss of alkanes across the tropopause is dominated by C2H6. In our 
models the !lux of C across the tropopause due to C2H6 is ,.... 3 x 10
9 C-
atoms cm-2 s-1. This downward flux is balanced by an upward !lux of CH4 . 
The possibility of other fast catalytic cycles involving C3 or higher 
hydrocarbons cannot be ruled out. It may be said, however, that the number of 
CC-bond forming reactions is quite small (see Table 4.1) and the abundances of 
C3 and higher hydrocarbons are likewise expected to be small, so that their 
effect on the C, C2 system is small. 
In our study we do not consider the effect of ammonia photochemistry. 




(Strobel, 1975) . The fate of NH2 in the lower stratosphere is usually taken to be 
three-body recombination, either with H to recycle NH3 or with itself to form 
hydrazine (N2H4 ) (Atreya et al., 1977). Another possible fate for NH2 is the 
reaction 
(4.8) 
Methylamine (CH3NH2) is dissociated by photons up to ..... 2500 A in wavelength 
and one of its many photodissociation products is HCN (Gardner, 1981) which 
has recently been detected on Jupiter (Tokunaga et al. , 1981). The major effect 
of the coupling of the C and N chemistry will thus be too remove CH3 and add H. 
Since the mixing ratio of NH2 predicted by Atreya et al. ( 1977) is similar to the 
mixing ratio of CH3 in the lower stratosphere of our models, the worst we might 
do by ignoring NHs photochemistry is to overestimate the abundance of C2H6 in 
the lower stratosphere by a factor of two. 
The upper boundary condition for all species except H was a 
specification of zero fiux .. This implies that there are no sources or sinks above 
the upper boundary. For atomic hydrogen there is a source due to EUY and soft 
electron dissociation of H2 . Strobel (1973) estimated that the source due to EUY 
produced a downward fiux of H of ..... 7 x 108 cm-2 s-1. The Voyager UVS 
instrument observed ..... 2.8 ± 1.0 kR of dayglow intensity in the H2 Werner and 
Lyman bands (1 kR = 106 ph cm-2 s-1) . If we assume that this emission is due to 
soft electron (E ~ 100 eY) impact on H2, then the emission is optically thin and 
we can estimate the column production rate as 
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(4.9) 
In this expression p, is the cosine of the local zenith angle of the observer and 
frt+L is the observed dayglow intensity. In all of our models we take the 
downward fiux of H at the upper boundary to be 1 x 109 cm-2 s-1 . 
For the lower boundary at the tropopause the mixing ratios of H2, He, 
and CH4 are held fixed at 0.89, 0.11, and 1.5 x 10-3 , respectively (Gautier et al., 
1981 ; Gautier et al. , 1982: Sato and Hansen, 1979). All the other species with the 
exception of C2H6 are allowed to move across the tropopause with a do'\mward 
velocity given by K,IH: , where K, and H: are the eddy diffusion coefficient and 
the bulk atmospheric scale height, respectively, at the tropopause. This velocity 
is an estimate of the true velocity which is given by 
w" = -K, [-1 d'11-i 1- + _1 + _1 :!:1._1- ) .. ~ dz :r-:r, H: T: dz :r-:re (4.10) 
For C2Ha we set w~Hst = - ~ ~~ l:r=:re• since we expect that ethane is well-mixed 
in the lower stratosphere and that a significant source of C2H6 exists just below 
the tropopause due to C2H2 photolysis. If there actually is a steep gradient in 
the ethane mixing ratio at the tropopause, the loss of C2H6 to the troposphere 
will be considerably greater than the loss which our models estimate, resulting 
in a decreased abundance of C2H6 in the lower stratosphere. 
For the eddy diffusion profile we use the functional form of Chapter 3, 
(4.11) 
with the values k~~, = 1.3 x 106 cm2 s-1 and n~~, = 2.17 x 1013 cm-3. Since 
n = 1.04 x 1019 cm-3 at the tropopause, we have 
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J<i(p) = 1.3 X 106 (2 .09 X 10~)P (4.1 2) 
For our standard model we set p = 0 .6, which gives K, = 508 cm2 s-1 and a 
difiusion time constant 7'tl ~ H,21Ki :::: 181 years. We also try models with 
p = 0 .4 and 0 .5 which yield 6946 cm2 s-1 and 1878 cm2 s-1 for Ki and 13 years 
and 49 years for 1'tl · From a study of temperature perturbations above cloud 
features Conrath et al. (198 1) obtain a vertical mixing time near the tropopause 
of ""'20 years (implying K, ""' 4600 cm2 s-1) . This is only an order of magnitude 
I 
estimate, however, and given that the observations refer to mafor cloud features 
(e.g. the great red spot and the white ovals) the actual planet-wide average 
might be considerably lower. In a recent study of the reflectivity of 
stratospheric NH3 bands using the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IU!t) , 
Fricke et al . (1982) report that an eddy profile given by 
K R~ (1-3) x 10 13;n* cm2 s-1 near the tropopause fits the observations. This 
formula yields K, = (3-10) x 103 cm2 s-1 or 1'tl ~ 30-10 years. However their 
results are also probably only good to within an order of magnitude since the 
ammonia profiles they use are strongly dependent on the NH3 photochemistry. 
In Figure 4 .2 we show the three eddy difiusion profiles used in our models. 
The total absorption cross-sections for the major gases in our model are 
shown in Figure 4.3 . The cross-sections are averaged over 50 A-wide bins for 
wavelengths longer than 1250 A Below 1250 A irregular bin sizes are used and 
cross-sections at solar emission lines wavelengths (1216 A. 1026 A. 991 A. 997 A. 
and 973 A) are included separately. The solar fluxes for the standard model are 
taken from Mount et al. (1980) . The diurnally-averaged values of these ftuxes 
and the attenuated ftuxes at difierent levels in the standard model atmosphere 
are shown in Figure 4 .4. It may be seen that most of the solar flux below 1800 A 
is absorbed above the tropopause. 
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Figure 4.2 
Eddy d.itfusion profiles used in the photochemical models. The standard model 





























Total absorption cross-sections for the major gases of the upper Jovian 
atmosphere. The cross-sections are averaged over 50-A wide bins for 
wavelengths above 1250 A. Below 1250 A irregular bin sizes are used. Cross-
sections at important solar emission features are included separately. 
References for the cross-sections are given in Table 4 .1. 
Figure4.4 
Diurnally-averaged solar fiuxes (from Mount et al. , 1980) used in the standard 
model atmosphere. Also shown are the attenuated solar fiuxes at 330, 220, and 
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4.3 Standard Model Results 
We define our standard model as the case in which the eddy diffusion 
profile is defined by K = 1.3 x 106 (2.17 x 1015/n)0 ·6• The resulting 
concentration and mixing ratio profiles for diurnally-averaged cond.itions are 
presented in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. The main features are 1) the 
homopause, occurring between ..... 400 and 450 km above the cloud tops for the 
major species; 2) the peak in the H concentration of ..... 8 x 109 em-s occurring 
..... 50 km below the homopause; 3) the nearly well-mixed. behavior of C2H6 in the 
lower stratosphere with the C2H6/C2H2 ratio increasing towards the tropopause; 
and 4) the double peak in the C2H4 profile . The CH3C2H profile is probably not 
accurate since the C5 hydrocarbon chemistry is not complete in our model. 
Since no loss processes for CH3C2H are included other than R38 it is likely that 
we overestimate its concentration. 
The hydrocarbon photochemistry in the upper atmosphere of Jupiter 
ultimately begins with the photodissociation of CH4 . The carbon-containing 
fragments of this process are very short-lived chemically. They will undergo a 
series of reactions that will lead either to 1) the recycling of CH4 via reaction 
R20 or 2) the synthesis of C2 hydrocarbons via reactions Rl5, Rl 9, R21, or R22. 
The only reactions which break the C-C bond and return C2 hydrocarbons to 
methane are R7d, R7e, and R33a. Of these three reactions R7d and R7e are quite 
slow (due to shielding of C2H6 by CJ4, see Figure 4.3), while reaction R33 
manages to return ..... 35% of the C2 hydrocarbons produced by the reactions Rl5, 
R19, R21. and R22. The other ..... 65% represents a net chemical loss of methane 
to higher hydrocarbons. 
Most of the reactions that are left in Table 4.1 are exchange reactions. 
These are important in determining the equilibrium concentrations of the major 
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Ji'igure 4.5 
Concentration pretties of all standard model atmosphere constituents. 
Ji'igure 4.8 
Mixing ratio proftles of all standard model atmosphere constituents. 
Ji'igure 4 . 7 
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C2 species; C2H6 , C2H2, and C2~. However, almost all of the column production 
of C2 hydrocarbons is balanced by a loss of C2H6 and C2H2 by transport across 
the tropopause. A small fraction is lost to the production of C3 and higher 
hydrocarbons. 
There are two important layers in the atmosphere that result from the 
hydrocarbon photochemistry; an upper layer in which CH4 is dissociated by 
photons having wavelengths ~ 1500 J... and a lower layer in which C2H2 is 
I 
dissociated by photons having wavelengths between 1500 A ~d 2000 A Figure 
4. 7 shows the J-values for total absorption by the major species as a function of 
altitude. Along with Figures 4.3 and 4.4, this figure shows the separation of the 
two layers. Photons having wavelengths ~ 1500 A are essentially gone below 
...... 300 km, while photons having wavelengths ~ 2000 A are just beginning to be 
extinguished at the tropopause. Both of these layers can be understood in 
terms of a few simple chemical pathways and cycles. 
In the upper layer the initial or primary synthesis of C2 hydrocarbons 
begins with the photodissociation of methane. Ethylene is then produced via the 
pathways 
CH4 + hv .... 3CH2 + 2H R3a 
CH4 + hv .... 1CH2 + H2 R3b 
1CH2 + H2 .... CH3 + H R16b 
CHs + 3CH2 .... c2~+H R21 
net 2CH4 .... C2H4 + 4H (4.13) 
and 
C~+hv .... CH + H + H2 R3c 
CH + CH4 .... c2~+H R15 
net 2CH4 .... C2H4 + 2H + H2 (4.14) 
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This ethylene is quickly lost either by photodissociation to become acetylene 
(R5a, R5b) or recycling to CH4 via the pathway 
H + C2H4 + M -+ 
C2H5 + H -+ 






Production of C2J4 thus leads, because of its large J-value (see ~ure 4.7), 
directly to producing C2H2. 
Ethane is produced in the upper layer by 
2(CH4 + h v -+ 1CH2 + H2) 
2(1CH2 + H2 -+ CHs + H) 






Like ethylene, ethane is lost by dissociation to acetylene (R7c; R7a and R7b 
followed by R5a and R5b) or by recycling to methane (R7a and R7b followed by 
ethylene recycling as shown in pathway (4.15) above. However, the J-value for 
ethane is less than that· of ethylene by an order of magnitude or more (see 
Figure 4 .7), so that ethane is long-lived in the upper atmosphere and is lost by 
diffusion to lower altitudes. 
Of all the photons absorbed by CH4 in the upper layer, 70.% do not 
produce any C2 hydrocarbons (i.e. these photons initiate "do nothing" cycles 
among the C compounds), 20.% result in the production of C2H6 , and 10% result 
in the production of C2H4 . 
Once acetylene is produced in the upper layer it is very difficult to get rid 
of by chemical means. This may seem surprising since C2H2 is undersaturated 
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by a factor of two-thirds and is literally in a bath of H2. However there are very 
fast pathways for recycling C2H2. The two most important of these are 
H + C2H2 + M ... C2Hs + M 
C2Hs + H ... C2H2 + H2 
net 
and 
C2H2 + h v ... C2H + H 








When methylacetylene is included, cycle (4.3) is also very effective at recycling 
C2H2. Since it is recycled so efficiently, the concentration of acetylene builds up 
until its primary production can be balanced by a diffusion flux to lower 
altitudes. 
In the lower layer acetylene undergoes photolysis and is efficiently 
recycled as it is in the upper layer. However, because of the lower temperatures 
near the tropopause, reaction R25 is able to successfully compete with reaction 
R24 in the recycling process. This results in the "secondary photolysis" of 
methane, i.e. 
C2H2+hv ... C2H+H 





Most of the CH3 produced in this way is recycled back to methane by reaction 
R20, but a significant fraction (....., 35%) combines with itself via reaction R22 to 
produce ethane. Since the average dissociation rate of C2H2 in the lower layer is 
comparable to the average dissociation rate of CH4 in the upper layer, the total 
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amount of secondary photolysis is about equal to the total amount of primary 
photolysis . This source of CH3 was not considered by Strobel (1969,1973,1 975) 
since the photo.:hemistry of C2H2 was not known at that time (Okabe, 198 1). 
Of all the photons absorbed by C2H2 in the lower layer, 80% have no effect 
on the hydrocarbons (i.e. C2H2 is recycled via reaction R24 or the CH3 produced 
by reaction R25 is recycled to CH4 by reaction R20) and 20% result in the 
production of C2H6 . 
The lower peak in the ethylene concentration profile is due to the three-




That reaction R32 is able to compete with reaction R29 as a loss process for C2H3 
is due to the very low concentration of atomic hydrogen in the lower layer. The 
low concentration of His due in turn to the high efficiency of pathway (4.17) as 
a catalytic cycle for recombining H atoms to form H2• Since the J-value for C2H2 
in the lower stratosphere is fairly constant (see Figure 4 .7) and since H is in 
photochemical equilibrium the concentration of H in the lower stratosphere is 
given by 
(4.2 1) 
The slight increase of H below an altitude of "" 90 km is due to reaction R12 
reaching the two-body limit. 
The rate of all important reactions versus altitude are shown for the 
standard case in Figures 4.8 through 4 .11. Figure 4.8 presents all of the major 
photodissociation reactions. It may be seen in this figure how R4, the 
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ngure4.8 
Major photodissociation reaction rates as a function of altitude in the standard 
model atmosphere. 
ngure4.9 
Major three-body reaction rates as a function of altitude in the standard model 
atmosphere. 
Figure 4.10 and Figure 4 .11 
Major two-body reaction rates as a function of altitude in the standard model 
atmosphere. 
Figure4.12 
Time-constants !or chemical loss !or the major gases as a !unction of altitude in 
the standard model atmosphere. Also shown are the time-constant profiles for 
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dissociation rate of C2H2 , dominates everywhere below the upper layer of CH4 
dissociation (R3a and R3b ) . The three-body reaction rates are shown in Figure 
4.9. Notice how fast R12 is, the first half of the C2H2 recycling scheme (4. 17) . 
The circled x on the rate profiles of Rl 2, R20 , and R13 indicate the level at which 
the two-body limit is reached. The reactions R22 and R37 are everywhere at 
their two-body limits and reaction R10 is nowhere at its two-body limit. Figures 
4.10 and 4.11 show the important two-body reactions . The dominance of 
reaction R25 over reaction R24 near the tropopause (mentioned above as the 
condition for secondary photolysis) can be seen in Figure 4 .10. 
The chemical loss time scales for the major species and the transport 
time scales for eddy diffusion and molecular ditiusion of methane are presented 
in Figure 4.12. This figure shows that all the observed hydrocarbons are long-
lived in comparison to a Jovian day. In addition, ethane and methane are seen 
to be long-lived with respect to transport throughout almost the entire 
atmosphere. It is not surprising to find that the major loss for the ethane 
produced in the lower layer is transport across the tropopause. Once in the 
troposphere the ethane is rapidly mixed to deeper levels where it is converted 
back to CH4 by pyrolysis.· This downward flux of C2 hydrocarbons (acetylene also 
contributes -10% to the total) amounts to ..... 3 x 109 C atoms cm-2 s-1 in the 
standard model. If it were not balanced by an upward flux of methane from the 
troposphere, this flux would drain the c2 hydrocarbons above the tropopause in 
..... 3000 years. 
4.4 Sensitivity to Eddy Di1Iu.si.on Profile 
Since C2H6 is long-lived with respect to vertical transport we expect it to 
be quite sensitive to changes in the eddy diffusion profile . Acetylene will also be 
affected by eddy profile changes, but not as much since its chemical lifetime is 
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less than the transport time scale (see Figure 4 .12). Using the mixing ratio 
constraints obtained in Chapter 2 for the hydrocarbons C2H2, C2H6 , C4H2 , and 
C2~. and the constraints obtained by the Voya.ger IRIS and UVS experiments 
(Maguire, 1981; Festou et al., 1981; Atreya et al. , 1982) we may decide upon the 
eddy diffusion profile that best applies to the Jovian upper atmosphere during 
the time of the Voya.ger encounters. Figures 4.13 through 4.17 show the mixing 
' Figure 4 .2 . It is recognized that no eddy diffusion fits all the constraints 
entirely. The C2H6 profile is best fit by the p = 0.6 case, while the C2 H2 profile is 
best fit by the p = 0.4 case. The mixing ratios of C2H6 , C2H2 , and CH4 at the 
homopause overestimate the constraints obtained by Festou et al. (1981) by 
anywhere from a factor of ,...., 2 for the p = 0.6 case to a factor of "' 10 for the 
p = 0 .4 case. Atreya et al. (1981) found that an eddy diffusion profile with 
p = 0.5 and Kt "' 500-1000 cm2 s-1 gave the best fit to their data. This is fairly 
close to our eddy profile with p = 0.5. Since the hydrocarbon concentrations 
are changing very rapidly in the region of the homopause we do not feel that the 
magnitude of our overestimates is significant. The C4H2 constraint is best fit by 
either the p = 0.4 or p =:= 0.5 case, and the C2H4 upper limit is overestimated by 
all three cases. The peculiar shape of the C2H4 profile may account for this 
somewhat. Since the best constraint we have is that for the C2H2 mixing ratio, it 
would appear that the p = 0.4 case is the best choice for an eddy diffusion 
profile. Since there is a possibility that an undiscovered loss process for C2H2 
exists in the lower stratosphere (e.g. some NH3 , PH3 photochemistry or 
heterogeneous reactions with dust particles), we take the profile that fits all the 
constraints best, that is we choose the p = 0.5 case. This choice gives a 
,...., 50 year vertical mixing time, which is not too much longer than the dynamical 
estimate of 20 years obtained by Conrath et al. (1980). It also yields a 
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Figure 4.13 
Ethane mixing ratio profiles obtained using the three eddy d.ifiusion profiles of 
Figure 4.2. Also shown are the constraints obtained for I CeRe by Festou et al. 
(1 981) (upper), Chapter 2 (middle), and Maguire (1981) (lower). 
Figure 4.14 
Acetylene mixing ratio profiles obtained using the three eddy diffusion profiles 
of Figure 4.2 . Also shown are the constraints obtained for I CeRe by Festou et al. 
(1 981) (upper), Chapter 2 (middle), and Maguire (1981) (lower). 
Figure4.15 
Methane mixing ratio profiles obtained using the three eddy diffusion profiles of 
Figure 4.2. Also shown is the constraint obtained for I CH
4 
by Festou et al. (1981). 
Figure 4.16 
Diacetylene mixing ratio profiles obtained using the three eddy diffusion profiles 




in Chapter 2 . 
Figure 4.17 
Ethylene mixing ratio profiles obtained using the three eddy diffusion profiles of 
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C2H8/C2H2 ratio of 14 at ..... 10 mbar which is just within the range of 66 ± 53 
obtained in Chapter 2. 
4.5 Sensitivity to CH3C2H and Solar Flux 
To test the sensitivity of our model calculations to pathway ( 4.3) we 
removed CH3C2H from the model in a variation of the standard case. The results 
of this run are compared with the standard case in Figure 4 .18. The main etrect 
of pathway (4.3) is to convert 3CH2 into CH3 , so it is clear why the CH3 and C2H8 
profiles are diminished. Methane is also diminished because of reaction R20, 
while C2H2 is increased in the upper layer by reaction R35 and diminished in the 
lower layer by the loss of pathway (4.3) as a recycling mechanism. This 
indicates that if we have overestimated the actual CH3C2H concentrations in the 
standard model (as we discussed earlier) that we could improve our fit to the 
observed constraints in the lower atmosphere. Further investigation of this 
point will require a much more detailed model than our current one. 
The etrect of a reduced solar flux on the standard model was tested by 
replacing the Mount et al . (1980) fluxes with those obtained by Rottman (1981) 
which refer to solar minimum conditions. The comparison between this run and 
the standard model is shown in Figure 4 .1 9. Not surprisingly, the lower 
dissociation rates lead to lower production rates for the c2 hydrocarbons. This 
case is also able to fit the observed constraints better than the standard model. 
Looking back at Figure 4 .12 shows that the chemical lifetime of C2H2 near the 
tropopause is comparable to a solar cycle, so perhaps the proper solar flux to 
use would be an average of the flux over a solar cycle. 
4 .6 Production of Danielson Dust 
The column rate of reaction R41 gives an upper limit to total column 
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Figure 4.18 
Comparison of CH3, C2H2 , C2H6, and Cl4 mixing ratio profiles for the standard 
model atmosphere and a model with CH5C2H removed. Also shown are the 
constraints obtained for /ep,H
2
, fep,Hs• and fcH
4 
by Festou et a l. (198 l ) (upper), 
Chapter 2 (middle), and Maguire (198 1) (lower). 
Figure4.19 
Comparison of C2H2• C2H6 , and CH4 mixing ratio profiles for the standard model 
atmosphere and a model which uses the solar minimum fluxes of Rottman 
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production rate of long-chain polyacetylenes, a possible precursor of Danielson 
dust. Denoting the column production rate by P we estimate 
'17l.c4h2 
Pdust ~ P41 ---
mdust 
(4.22) 
The column loss of dust will be the downward flux at the tropopause, 
Assuming spherical dust particles of radii r dust• the extinction optical 
depth of the dust above the tropopause is given by 
(4.23) 
where H dust is the dust scale height, Pdust is the density of individual dust 
particles, and Qszt is the ratio of the extinction cross-section to the geometric 
cross-section. From our standard model P 41 ~ 1 x 108 cm-2 s-1 and 
Wet ~ 3 x 1 Q-4 em s-1 . Estimating H dust ~ 100 km, Pdust R:~ 1 g em-s, Qszt ~ 1, and 
rdu.t. R:~ 1 J.Lm , we get 'Tdu.t. ~ 3. This represents a column mass of dust of 
~ 4 x 10-4 g ern - 2 or~ 6 x 10-4 of the mass of carbon above the tropopause. 
The upper limit obtained in Chapter 2 for 'Tdust was 0 .2~8:~. so it is at least 
conceivable that the Danielson dust observed on Jupiter is produced by the 
polyacetylene scheme of Allen et al. (1980). Analysis of Pioneer 10 and 11 
polarimetry data by Stoll (1980) yielded haze particle radii of ..... 0 .16 J.Lm at 
4400 A. Stoll also found the particles to be conservative scatterers at that 
wavelength with an index of refraction of,...., 1.5 and a total optical depth of ..... 0.2 
at a pressure level of 200 mbar. For these parameters Q"' R:~ Q.sc~ ::::::~ 0.5 and 
Equation (4.23) results in Tct-' ~ 9 at 4400 A, consistent with Stoll's result. The 
nephelometer on the Galileo probe and more UV studies such as Hord et al. 
(1979) and West (1981) may help improve our knowledge of the Danielson dust 
on Jupiter. 
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4. 7 Column H-Abund.ance and Lyman-a Dayglow 
The column abundance of H atoms in the standard model is 
1.0 x 1017 cm-2 . The column of H atoms above the;= 1 level for CH4 absorption 
of Lyman- a in the standard model is - 8 x 1016 cm-2. Using the frequency 
redistribution program of Chapter 1 we obtain a disk-averaged (J.L = J.Lo = 2/3) 
Lyman- a brightness of 7.7 kR with the standard model. This calculation 
assumed angle-averaged partial frequency redistribution (AAPR) with an 
isotropic phase function. Actually Lyman- a scattering by H atoms has a phase 
function which is one-half Rayleigh scattering and one-half isotropic scattering 
(Hamilton, 1947). This difference should cause our estimate to be low by ..... 5-
10%. The solar Lyman- a profile used in the calculation was that of Vidal-Midjar 
(1975), normalized to give a line center fiux of 5 .1 x 1011 ph cm-2 s-1 A-1 at one 
astronomical unit. The disk-averaged Lyman- a fiux observed by the Voyager 
UVS instrument was ..... 14 kR. The column of hydrogen doesn't change much 
among our calculated model atmospheres so we are likely to be low by about a 
factor of two in all cases. Given the uncertainty in the chemistry, the UVS data, 
the solar line profile, and the method of averaging, we don't feel that this result 
is too bad. It is possible, however, that we are underestimating the downward 
flux of H atoms at the top of the atmosphere. Yung and Strobel (1980) found 
that by increasing this downward flux of hydrogen that they were able to obtain 
14 kR of disk-averaged Lyman- a emission. This extra fiux of H could be derived 
from the auroral regions, where there is a large column production of H atoms 
due to ion-neutral reactions (Yung et al., 1982a) , if there is significant 
. 
meridional transport from pole to equator. Just such a meridional circulation 
was invoked in Chapter 3 as a possible explanation for the large decrease in K,., 
between the Pioneer and Voyager encounters. 
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4.8 Auroral Chemistry 
Early results from the Voyager IRIS experiment have indicated that the 
C2H6/C2H2 ratio increases by a factor of ""3 from the equator to the pole. This 
behavior may indicate the importance of auroral processes in the hydrocarbon 
chemistry at higher latitudes. The ion-neutral chemistry involved is very 
complex (see Prasad and Huntress , 1980, for example). However, if the aurorae 
penetrate the homopause (Yung et al., 1982a; Caldwell et al. , 1980) , the following 
I 
scheme may help produce extra C2H6 : 
2(ep + H2 .... H{ + e8 + ep) 
2(H{ + H2 .... H:t +H) 
2(H:f + CH4 .... CH:s+ + H2) 
2(CH5 ++e. .... CH3 + H2 
2CH3 + M .... C2He + M 
net 2CH4 .... C2He + 2H (4.24) 
This scheme would depend on the dissociative recombination of CH:s + occurring 
at a faster rate than reactions with C2H6 or C2H2, and also on the products being 
CH3 and H2 rather than CH4 and H. While the latter condition is likely to be true 
based on the structure of CH5 + (Hiraoka and Kebarle, 1975) , the former 
condition is fairly unlikely. The reactions 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
are likely to be very fast, probably at close to gas-kinetic rates. 
As higher order protonated hydrocarbon species such as C2H7 + and C2Hs + 
form, proton-transfer reactions become less important , probably because the 
differences in the proton affinity of the higher hydrocarbons is small. Reactions 
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that eliminate molecules such as H2 or CH4 begin to dominate, e.g. 
C2H3+ + CH4-+ C3H5+ + H2 . (4.27) 
The elimination of H2 or saturated hydrocarbons in these types of reactions may 
represent a possible dust forming mechanism. especially since the abundance of 
dust seems to increase from the equator towards either pole (Hord et al. , 1979) . 
However. so much of the relevant chemistry is unknown, most importantly the 
products of dissociative recombination, that the question of the auroral 
chemistry must be left open at this point. 
4.9 Conclusions 
We have presented several self-consistent chemical models for the upper 
atmosphere of Jupiter. Jt appears that fairly reasonable estimates of the 
profiles of major constituents may be obtained even when higher hydrocarbon, 
ammonia, and phosphine chemistry are neglected. The "best fit" eddy diffusion 
profile we obtain is K = 1.3 x 106 (2.17 x 1013/n)0 ·5 cm2 s-1, applicable to the 
time of the Voyager encounters. Given the time constant of the observable 
species in the lower stratosphere, we predict that the abundances measured by 
GaW.eo instruments in this region will be slightly higher than they are now 
(assuming encounter begins prior to 1990). With increased sensitivity of 
ground-based IR instruments it may be possible to obtain C2H6 abundances as a 
function of latitude (Kostiuk et al., 1981). 
When these new studies are completed we will need to revise and expand 
the chemical models presented here. Until this time, these models may serve as 
reasonable estimates of the structure of the Jovian upper atmosphere. 
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Appendix 
Auroral processes occur when a beam of high energy particles, usually 
electrons or ions , is decelerated through numerous elastic and inelastic 
collisions with atmospheric atoms and molecules . If the particles are of high 
enough energies, it is convenient to introduce the "continuous-slowing-down 
approximation" (CSDA) (Peterson and Green, 1968), that is if D.E << E . then for 
a small distance 6s along the path of the particle, we have 
D.E dE 
--+ J,L-= n(z) L(E,z) 
D.s dz 
(A1) 
where n is the neutral atmospheric number density and L is the loss-function, 
which is given by 
L(E,z) = L;L; av(E) w\; /i(z) 
i ; 
(A2) 
The loss-function is just the sum of the cross-sections (a;) of all of the 
processes that cause the particle to lose energy (Le. ionization of atmospheric 
atoms and molecules, dissociation of atmospheric molecules , etc.) weighted by 
the average energy lost by the particle during the process (w;) . 
From Equation (Al) we ·see that the energy of a single particle at the 
level z is given by 
.. 
E(z) = E 0 - J L(E,z) n(z) dz/J.L (A3) 
z 
The total number of process j events caused by this single particle during its 
fiight is given by Olivero et al. ( 1973) as 
Emu 
+ f Ni.i(T,z) n_(E0 ,T) dT 
0 
(A4) 
The first term on the right gives the number of events due to the particle itself 
while the second term on the right gives the number of events due to energetic 
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electrons released when the particle ionizes atmospheric atoms or molecules. 
Here Emu.= E0 -I, where I is the ionization energy. If the primary particle 
happens to be an electron, however, Emu.= (Eo - /)/2, so that the primary can 
be identified as the more energetic electron. The secondary electron differential 
number density (electrons unit volurne-1 unit energy-1) and energy are given by 
n 8 (E0 ,T) and T, respectively. 
It may be appreciated that the solution of Equation (A4) is quite difficult, 
. particularly if the mixing ratios vary strongly with height. The contribution of 
the secondary electrons to Ni.; is usually of the same order of magnitude as the 
contribution by the primary particle. When a large flux of primary particles is 
considered, with a large range of initial energies and directions, the problem 
becomes extremely difficult. 
We would like to obtain an estimate of the volume excitation rate profile 
of a particular process (e.g. Lyman a production) as a result of a large flux F of 
high energy particles moving through an atmosphere. We consider only those 
excitations by the primary particles and neglect secondary electrons. By 
making the approximation 
(A5) 
we represent the loss of energy of each individual particle by a loss in the total 
flux of constant energy primaries instead, such that the total particle energy 
flux at each level is the same in both cases. This approximation, though 
unphysical, allows us to convert the energy dependence of Equation (Al ) into a 
dependence on altitude only. Inserting Equation (A5) into Equation (Al) we get 
(A6) 
where Jl is the average of the cosines of the angles of incidence of the particle 
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flux. From Equation (A6) we have 
r - ] F(z) = ]lF .. expl-~ J n(z) L(E0 ,z) dz 
Eo/-1- :r 
(A?) 
The volume excitation rate is given by 
(AB) 
For Jupiter, since H2 is the major gas in the region of the atmosp~ere we are 
interested in (H takes over at densities less than "" 106 cm-3), the loss-function 
L (E0 ,z) is approximately constant. Equation (AB) then simplifies to 
(A9) 
Instead of using an arbitrary value for Jl, we could integrate the above 
expression over a distribution of 1-'-· For a distribution which is isotropic over 
the downward hemisphere we obtain 
(AlO) 
.. 
where E 2(x) = J e~r2d.t is the second exponential integral. 
1 . 
We consider two basic types of atmospheres: isothermal and linear-T. 
For each of these atmospheres , we can derive simple expressions based on 
Equation (A9) that give the maximum volume production rate, the number 
density at the level of maximum production, the altitude of this level. and the 
column production rate, for the case 1'l.i(z) = f;,n(z) . 
Isothermal atmospheres 
For an isothermal atmosphere in hydrostatic equilibrium, we have 
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T = T0 , (All a) 
n (z) = n (z
0
)e -(z-z,)/Ho , (All b) 
and 
(All c) 
where H 0 = kT0 /mg. From Equation (A9) we have 
xP.··(E) = [_U ai;(E0 )P,E0 F.J, 









Linear- T atmospheres are defined by 




For this type of atmosphere we find 
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E-
x exp 1 + kA ln 1 + kA oJ.L - 1 






The above expressions give very good estimates of the production rates 
due to the primary particles only. Unfortunately, there is no simple expression 
for including the effects ·of secondary electrons, since to calculate 7tv in the 
second term on the right-hand side of Equation (A4) requires knowledge of the 
differential cross-section for ionization (S(E,T)). From Miles et al. (1972), 
(A15) 
Numerous studies have been made of the impact of high energy electrons into 
various neutral gases. It is generally found that the ratio of total production 
rates to primary production rates for most processes is in the range 1 to 2. 
Given the uncertainty in cross-::ections and in the energy spectrum and fluxes of 
the primary particles, Equations (A9) through (A14) become quite useful 
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estimates. As an example Figure A1 shows a comparison between this 
approximation and the correct solution of Equation (A4) by Heaps et al. (1973). 
The Heaps et al. calculation is for an initial differential electron flux of 
(A16) 
with J.1- = 1, F0 = 1 x 1011 el cm-2 s-1, and a= 2 keY. Since our approximation is 
only for monoenergetic beams, we approximate ell by two beams , each containing 
one half of the total flux F0 , at E = a and E = 3a. The model atmosphere is 
approximately isothermal at T ~ 150 K. Taking the loss function and Lya cross-
section for electrons on the H2 from Miles et al. (1972), we obtain from Equation 
(A9) that 
PLya = 1(25)e-zi2B 
(A17) 
This expression compares very well with the more accurate calculation by Heaps 
et al. (1973). 
Thus, the simple .expressions given here can be used to give a fairly 
accurate estimate of production rate profiles resulting from auroral processes. 
This method is limited to situations in which the primary energies are large 
enough that CSDA is applicable and Equation (A5) is a good approximation. 
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Figure A! 
Comparison of Lyman-a production rate profiles obtained by Heaps et al. (1973) 
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